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PREFACE
New historical discoveries, emphases and viewpoints in American
history have considerably altered our opinions and judgments on many phases
of national history. However, up to date, the results of research are
rarely incorporated or included in the average school text. The content
of most text books is a compilation of facts. But the most authentic
historical fact, when isolated, has little meaning. Such facts unless rela-
ted to other events, are ”dry as dust” and are easily forgotten.
That the British Government was in danger of becoming involved in the
American Civil War on the side of the Southern slave-OTvners is a historical
fact, but the causes and motives vinderlying this fact are usually treated
in a superficial manner.
One of the greatest factors in determining English attitude towards
the North during the Civil War was British fear of American democracy. The
United States was the one great example of a successful democracy and in
England the still unrepresented ”middle-class" was becoming more and more
restive, end more and more clamorous for admission to the voting class.
Anything that would destroy the preeminence of triumphant democracy in the
United States, would postpone and perhaps make unnecessary a favorable ans-
wer to this growing clamor of political power. To the Englishman the seat
of democracy appeared to be in the North and the seat of aristocracy in the
South. Hence the success of the North was a vital factor in determining
the fate of democratic government in England.
Though passing through several diplomatic crises, end coming perilous-
ly near to war the two coimtries escaped entanglement, end the final victory
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of the North opened the way for the enfranchisement of the working classes
and the recognition of donocracy as the governing force in Great Britain.
These facts, not often found in the text books, remind one of the
colored preacher's sermon which was divided into two parts, first those
things Tsiiich were contained in the text, and second those things which
were not contained in the text, "and, brethren, we will wrastle with the
second part first.”
The purpose of this thesis is to ”wrastle with the second part.” To
interrelate the events of the American Civil War to the facts of British
policy, during that period. These connecting threads may give the reader
not only a more vivid picture of some of the chief actors in DoYming Street
at that period, but, also, the causes and motives underlying the roles
which they played, thus making this drama of the American Civil War more
interesting, more vital and therefore more valuable.
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INTRODUCTION
Never since the United States became a Nation had its relations with
Great Britain been so cordial, so friendly, as in the closing months of
1860. For the first time in eighty years, no international question of any
importance awaited settlement. All had been adjusted or forgotten, and as
a special mark of friendliness, the Prince of Wales had come to visit the
United States. This condition of peace and quiet, unhappily was but the lul!.
which precedes the storm.
In May 1861, the so-called Palmerston-Russell Ministry was in power.
So far as the individual talents of those composing it were concerned, this
Ministry was looked upon as the strongest ever formed. Lord Palmerston
was Premier, end led the Commons; Lord John Russell had charge of foreign
affairs; Mr. Gladstone was Chancellor of the Exchequer, and Sir George
Comewall Lewis was Secretary of War.
Lord Palmerston was in his seventy-eighth year, and Lord John Russell
was eight years his junior, both were among the oldest and most experienced,
end were ranked among the ablest of European statesmen. Guedalla^ somewhat
facetiously writes Palmerston’s rise to power was almost accidental, due
mainly to his countrymen's irresistible tendency in time of war to exclaim
"Wanted a Man", and to the evident unmanliness of everyone but Palmerston.
According to Guedalla, Palmerston was lucky, for there was no competition
in public life. His older competitors were either discredited or unreliable)
while the younger men, Disraeli or Peelites, were untried Tories, and con-
sequently unalarming as rivals.
So Palmerston survived, ruling Victorian England with something ap-
1. Guedalla: Gladstone and Palmerston, p. 50
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proaching monarchy. In spite of the fact that Derby had said ”his day
was gone by” and Disraeli stated his verdict in regard to Palmerston as an
"old painted pantaloon, very deaf, end very blind", yet, strange to say,
his countrymen infinitely preferred him to all others.
At first the Civil War in America did not distrub the calm waters of
British policy. The official mind was not greatly interested and Palmer-
ston expressed a conviction that "our best and true policy seems to be to
go on as we have begun, and keep quite clear of the conflict between North
and South". Some day the war would end, the Prime Minister presumed. "It
is in the highest degree likely that the North will not be able to subdue
the South, and it is no doubt certain that if the Southern Union is esta-
blished as an independent state, it would afford a valuable and extensive
market for British manufacturers. But the operations of the war have as
yet been too indecisive to warrant an acknowledgment of the Southern Union.’’
That was the easy tone of 1861.
So far as public opinion was concerned. Great Britain was in a curious
condition. Sentiment had not crystallized. The governing and aristocratic
classes, especially in London, were at heart in S3rmpathy with the slave-
holding movement; experiment in democratic government they now hoped and
believed that "the Great Republican bubble in America had burst". The
conservative classes, Tory and 7?hig, were nervously aware that John Bright'*
democratic movement was threatening their own monopoly of political power.
If Democracy triumphed in America nothing could delay the advent over in
England. But if Democracy in America failed, the reaction would be
strongly felt in Europe and most of all in Great Britain. Such was the pre-
vailing political tone.
1
1. Ibid, p. 60
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On the other hand, the large non-conforming, dissenting, middle-class
element, which was best represented by Cobden, Bright and Forster, the
friends of free labor and advocates of a donocratic republic, naturally wers
disposed towards the northern side of the American contest.
In the subsequent protracted struggle, stretching over a period of
years, Mr. Adams, official representative of the North in London, was in
constant communication with these three gentlemen, and they rendered the
United States service of inestimable value. In fact it is not too much to
say that, but for them, intervention in all probability could not have been
averted, or the blockade maintained.^ let they were all in the cotton manu-
facturing interests, representing respectively, Rockdale, Binningham, and
Bradford.
John Bright put himself at the head of the democratic element favoring
the North. In the four years of the American Civil War, and in the years of
British Reform struggle that followed, the real battle of his life was
fought and won. During the Com Law controversy he had been Cobden 's lieut^a-
p
ant. In opposing the Crimean War he had been one of two, though Us elo-
quence, the reflection of deep moral qualities, had then begun to give him
a place apart, in men 's minds, in spite of the unpopularity of his views.
But from 1859 onwards, without dividing himself from Cobden, he had struck
out a policy of his o?m on franchise reform in which Cobden, always scepti-
I
cal as to the intelligence of the working class, refused to take a share.
Cobden continued to believe in the future of the upper-middle class Li-
beralism, at a time when the upper-middle class were becoming conservative;
and therefore when he died in 1865, he was no longer in the commanding posi-
tion of leadership that he had occupied twenty years before.
1. Adams, C. F., Charles Francis Adams, p. 264
2. In 1838 the Anti-Com Law i'eague was organized by Cobden and Bright, anc
they carried on the campaign for reform of the Com Laws. By 1852, Eng-
land had become a "free trade country". Trevelyan, Life of John Brightj
p. 176
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Bright, on the other hand, was uniting the lower middle-class and
working classes in a new radical party, more formidable because less alarm-
ing to property, than the old chartism with its purely working-class stand-
point. In the "sixties”. Bright was the political leader of the town arti-
san, not on a "class-conscious" basis, but as a part of the nation, claimini
the rights as such. The class consciousness seemed rather to be chargeable
against the aristocracy and wealthier bourgeoisie who denied political powe;
to the majority of their fellow citizens. "If class has failed," said John
Bright, "let us try the nation."^
The issue was greatly influenced from overseas. The colonies (British'
had just been granted self-government without any limitation of the suffrag(
a powerful argument against the restriction of the franchise at home. And
now the principle of democracy as a practical form of government was under-
going an ordeal by battle in the United States.
The Civil War was a question in every way suited to John Bright. He
p
knew a great deal more about America than most men in the Commons. The
question of slavery stirred him deeply, and he had the sense to swallow his
formulas of pacifism for the occasion. For three years he lived in daily
dread lest bloodshed so unexampled, should induce the North to make terms
with slavery and end the war before it had completed its work. He saw no
less clearly that if the great experiment of the North American Republic
broke up in disaster, democracy would be discredited all the world over as
having been tried and found wanting. These things he and Edward Forster
and a few others taught the people of En^end.
Curiously enough, Mr. Cobden was on broad general principles, opposed
to blockades. He considered them, like privateering, a survival from a
»
h
1. Trevelyan, British “istory in 19th Century, p.^331 4 n
2. See, Bright and Sumner Letters (1861-72}, pp 93-166; Mass. Historical
Society, Vol. 46
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Vbarbarous past and contended that in the future they should, by common con-
sent of the civilixed nations, be limited in operation to arsenals, dock-
yards, and military strongholds.^ He wanted United States to come forward
and establish a precedent, so he repeatedly urged on Mr. Adams the voluntary
abandonment by the United States of its blockade of the Confederacy, on the
ground that it did the Union cause more harm than good. In taking this posi-
tion he was doubtless influenced by his point of view as a manufacturer and
p
the representative of cotton-spinners. At the beginning of the Civil War,
Cobden’s sympathies wavered, but his hesitation did not last long, thanks
to the influence of John Bright. When it came time for Mr. Cobden to addreSiS
his constituents at Rockdale he declared himself. He was no longer dis-
turbed by economic prepossessions. Though he suffered from pecuniary losses.
he set human freedom and the elevation of the masses of mankind above the
whir of spindles . Henceforth he was identified with the cause of the Unicn;
I
Throughout the Civil War, William E. Forster proved to be one of the
most earnest, one of the most courageous and the most effective of friends,
the United States had among men prominent in English public life.^
I,
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Mr. Forster’s intense interest in the agitation against slavery and
the fact that he had formed many friendships with /jnericans gave him a uniquie
position among English_stetesmen^ so far as American affairs were concerned.
1. Moriey, Life of Mchard Cobden, p. 675
2. "A bagman’s millennium” is the description of the aim and purpose of Mr.
Cobden’s policy given by a lackey in a fashionable drawing room. Cobden the
commercial trader was the ”bagman” and the ”inlllenium” was the golden time
when without any let or hindrance everybody should be free to "buy in the
cheapest market and sell in the dearest”. It was a clever way of depreciat-
ing Cobden’s political faith, but there is sometliing in the epigram which may-
help the reader to grasp the great Free Traders Doctrine (ref.. Growing, Rich-
ard, Life of Richard Cobden)
.
3. Moriey, Life of Richard Cobden, p, 572
4. When Mr. Adams was about to return home at the close of his diplomatic
service in London, lie requested %. Forster to accept from him a set of the
”Works oi Adams” which he had
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Forster was the son of William Forster, a minister of the Society of
uriends, who was distinguished for his long life of practical benevolence,
and who died while .travelling on an anti-slavery mission in U. S. His remallis
now lie a-t Friendsville, Tennesse^Ried, T. W.
,
Vol. 2, Life of W.E.Forster)
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His close study of American affairs, his constant correspondence with Mr.
Ellis lamall and his sympathy with the cause of freedom made him anxious
to enlighten his fellow countrymen as to the merits of the struggle in
America. Again, Mr- Motley writes in a letter to his mother:
"...Forster, M. P., a gentleman whom you have heard me speak
of as the warmest and most intelligent friend that America
possesses in England, no man in England understands Ameri-
can politics more than Forster."^
While these three men representing the cotton manufacturing interests
stand out in high relief, no less courageous and heroic were the men and
women who depended directly or indirectly on work in the cotton mills. To
these operatives and cotton spinners it was a question of bread, raiment,
and rent, and on them the screws were put. How did these Preordained victim
j
bear themselves through the cruel ordeal? They instinctively realized that
a victory in the North would destroy slavery in America. (They had, perhaps^
an instinctive feeling, also, that there might be white slaves as well as
black.) Though cotton scarcity was synonymous to famine, these men and vro-
men heroically remained staimch friends to the northern cause.
Thus, these various shades of opinion, these underlying antagonistic
forces existed in Parliament, within the Cabinet and in the country. As the
reader will see the field of battle was not only at Washington and Gettys-
burg, but also in Downing Street and the Lancashire cotton spinning district.
In England, it was not a struggle of arms, but of industry, politics and
ideals.
1. Motley, Correspondence, p. 112
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THE CIVIL WAR BEGINS
Midway, in the mouth of Charleston Harbor, South Carolina, stood a
fragile structure called Fort Sumter, This quadrangular pile of stone
and brick stood for an idea: the supremacy of the Union; the existence of
the nation; and its fall or evacuation must mean the triumph of all those
ideas for which the Confederacy stood.
In the year 1861, the issue had reached the point when the future
must be peace with secession and the recognition of the Confederacy, or war,
with the suppression of insurrection and rebellion and the supremacy of
national authority. This fateful decision rested on the conduct *f the
administration toward Major Anderson, who was in command of Fort Sumter,
and the relief and support, or the abandonment and evacuation of the fort.
And essentially for this reason the American mind associated Fort Sumter
with the existence of the Union,
President Lincoln in deciding the Sumter question had adopted a sim-
ple but effective policy. To use his own words, he determined to "send
bread to Anderson"; if the rebels fired on that, they would not be able to
convince the world that he had begun the Civil War, All danger of misappre-
hension, all accusations of "invasion" and "subjugation" would fall to the
ground before that paramount duty not only to the nation, but to humanity,^
Lincoln’s decision to reinforce Sumter was soon known to the Mont-
gomery government, Mr, Jefferson Davis, also, realizing that the Southern
Confederacy had its existence at stake, gave the order to General Beauregard
to demand Sumter's surrender, which if refused, he should proceed to compel
1, Nicolay and Hay: Abraham Lincoln, A History, Vol, III, p, 44
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I by bombardment.
Anderson refused to evacuate the Fort. Davis intent on the acquisition
of the Fort, through Walker, his Secretary of War, demanded that Anderson
should name the time when he should evacuate. Anderson replied that he
would evacuate the Fort at noon on the fifteenth unless, before that time,
he received instructions from his government, or additional supplies.^
Beauregard refused the terms and gave Anderson notice that his batteries
would open fire on the Fort in an hour. At half-past four, accordingly, on
the morning of April 12, a gun fired from Fort Johnson gave the signal. A
shell from a mortar on Morris Island rose in graceful curve high in the air,
burst almost over the Fort, and the bombardment of Sumter began. But the
Confederacy had struck the first blow.
Charleston, South Carolina and the Confederacy exulted. As the bombard-
ment started, by a strange coincidence a part of Lincoln's relief expedition
was putting in toward the Fort, but all the men could do was to watch the
bombardment. This lasted all day and began again on the morning of the
thirteenth. In the afternoon with the Fort in ruins, Anderson accepted the
terms of evacuation.
The fall of the colors and the surrender of Fort Sumter was of slight
military importance but of tremendous significance politically. It awoke
the North to the conviction that debate and compromise were things of the
past, that ?rar was "inevitable". War had begun.
HER MAJESTY'S PROCLAMATION OF NEUTRALITY
On April 15, President Lincoln's proclamation, calling out 76,000
militia, and summoning Congress into extra session on July 4, was the ad-
ministration's response to the forced evacuation of Fort Sumter. Two days
1. Ibid, page 47
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later, Jefferson Davis replied by issuing a proclamation offering letters
of marque to persons willing to aid the new government by making reprisals up
on the commerce of the United States. On the nineteenth, Linco3n rejoined by
proclaiming a blockade of the ports of the seven states of the Confederacy,
and declaidng that if any person, under any pretense, should molest a vessel
of the United States, or the persons or cargo on board of her, he should be
treated as a pirate.^
The proclamation of Lincoln laying the coast from Maryland to the Rio
Grande under blockade; the proclamation of Davis Inviting application for let-
ters of marque and reprisal, brought consternation to the hearts of all who
were concerned with ships and shipping, all who traded in Southern waters,
all who took risks on ships and cargoes, steamship companies, merchants,
bankers, underwriters and insurance companies.
According to international law, a blockade such as the United States
proposed to adopt is permissable only between belligerents; its purpose is
to isolate and weaken an enemy. That this may be done effectively, the mer-
chantmen of neutral nations may be stopped and searched on the high seas,
and in case they bear contraband of war for the enemy, or are bound for a
blockaded port, they be seized and brought before a prize court for con-
demnation.^ In calling for privateers to desti^ the United States merchant-
men, which were extensive carriers of the goods of foreigners, the Confederac;
was also resorting to a measure that is lawful only in time of war. It was
evident that both governments intended to exercise these special prerogatives
The prosecution of the respective plans of the Washington and Montgomery go-
vemmeota was sure to have a very important influence upon the interests of
all the maritime nations.
»
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1. Nicolay and Hay: Abraham Lincoln, Complete Works; Vol. VI, pp 246-250
2. Official Records, Navy, Series I, Vol. I, pp 417-418
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Events had moved hardly less rapidly in Europe than in the States. The
Civil War becoming a maritime one, England was placed for the first time in
her history in the position of a neutral, and search and seizure by one of
the parties engaged in war challenged England’s Supremacy of the Seas and was
a step towards destroying that prestige, more deadly than the signing of any
document.
The critical question was how far the English Government should recog-
nize the existence of the Confederacy which Mr. Jefferson Davis was calling
into being. Details of the fall of Sumter and the subsequent proclamation
of Lincoln appeared in the London papers of April 27, and on May 1, Lord
John Russell sent for Mr. Dallas (American Minister to London) in consequence
of the reports which immediately began to circulate, as to the intentions
of President Lincoln regarding a blockade of the Southern coast and the dis-
continuance of its harbors as ports of entry. At this interview. Lord John
Russell informed Mr. Dallas of the arrival in London of Messrs. Yancey and
Rost (Confederate Commissioners) and intimated that an interview had been
sought and that he was not unwilling to see them ’’unofficially". He at the
same time gave notice of an understanding reached betwwen the governments of
France and England that the two countries would act together, and take the
same course as to recognition.^ Mr. Dallas in his turn informed Lord John
Russell that Mr. Adams was to sail from Boston that very day, and would be
in London in two weeks, and it was, accordingly, again agreed to pay no at-
I
tention to "mere rumors", but to await the arrival of the new minister, who
would have full knowledge of the intentions of his government. The next
day (May 2) in response to the question of issuing a Proclamation of Neutral-
ity, Russell announced in the House of Commons:
1. Adams, C. F.: Charles Francis Adams, p. 169
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"Her Majesty's Government has felt that it was
its duty to use every possible means to avoid
taking any part in the lamentable contest now
raging in the American States. Nothing but
the imperative duty of protecting British in-
terests in case they should be attacked justi-
fies the government in at all interfering. We
have not been involved in any way in that con-
test by any act or giving any advice in the
matter and for God's sake, let us if possible
keep out of it."^
The following day the two Confederate Commissioners were received by
Russell "unofficially". They owed this favor to the friendly intercession
of Mr. W. H. Gregory, an Irish member of Parliament, of strong Confederate
proclivities, who must have been very active in their behalf, as leaving
New Orleans at the close of March, they did not reach England until Monday,
April 29, and on Thursday, May 2, the day after Mr. Adams left Boston, they
were in the foreign secretary's reception room. According to Mr. Adams,
2
Lord John Russell at this interview was no more than an attentive listener.
This was on May 2; and on the sixth, the questions involved, having in
the meantime been considered by the government and the opinions of the
crown lawyers obtained, the foreign secretary formally announced in the Com-
mons that belligerent rights would be conceded to the Confederacy. Five days
later, on May 11, President Lincoln's proclamation of the blockade was offi-
cially communicated to the British government by Mr. Dallas, together with
a copy of Secretary Seward’s circular of April 20, addressed to the foreign
ministers of the United States in relation to privateers against American coi
merce fitted out in accordance with President Davis' letter of marque notifi-
cation. A copy of this document had, however, already reached the Foreign
Office, transmitted by Lord Lyons. The Queen's proclamation of neutralily
was formally authorized on the thirteenth, and appeared officially in the
|l. Hansard: Vol. CLX II, pp 1378-79
2. Adams, C. F; Charles Francis Adams, p. 170
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London Gazette the following day.
Such was the sequence of events, Mr. Adams (the American minister who
was to take Mr. Dallas' place) arrived in London the thirteenth of May, and
when he opened his newspaper, the following morning, he saw in black and
white the Proclamation of Neutredity, acknowledging the belligerent rights
of the South.
Unquestionably, writes Mr. Adams, the Queen's Proclamation followed
hard upon the "unofficial" reception of the Commissioners, so hard indeed,
as to be strongly suggestive of connection. The natural Inference was that
one event contributed to the other. But whether the representations made to
the British foreign secretary by Messrs. Yancey and Rost, on May 3, did or
did not affect the decision announced by Her Majesty's Government on the
sixth, there can be no question that the Proclamation was issued with great
haste. Mr. Adams says the purpose was manifest. It was to have the status
of the Confederacy, as a belligerent an accomplished fact before the arrival
of the newly accredited ministers.^
The feeling excited in America by this precipitate act was intense. The
North regeirded this proclamation as unfriendly, or at least premature. Mr.
Bright, also, was of the opinion that Lord Russell should have waited for
the arrival of Mr. Adams, then discussing the matter, the English Government
could have explained the grounds upon which it felt bound to issue to Pro-
clamation.^
But it is only fair, however, to add that the issue of President Lin-
coln's proclamation and the retaliatory action of the Confederate government
had entirely altered the situation in which the promise had been given. And
as on the first of June, Lord Russell, in writing to the Adaiiralty spoke of
1. Ibid, p. 172
2. Hansard: Vol. CLXXVII, p, 1621
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the contest as one which appeared imminent, it is possible that the issue
of the proclamation might have been postponed for a few days. But this is
the very utmost which it is possible to admit, and it is doubtful whether
this information before the administration, even this short delay would be
justifiable. The action of President Lincoln had virtually forced the hands
of the British Ministry. His proclamation announcing the blockade of the
Southern ports necessitated the issue of some words of warning to British
subjects and it was difficult to issue any such warning without recognizing
the belligerent rights of the South. As Lord John Russell said in the
House of Commons, "A power or a community (call it what you will) which is
at war with another and which covers the sea with its cruisers must either
be acknowledged as a belligerent or dealt with as a pirate."^
Because of the seaning haste in which this action was taken many
Americans held a grievance against England, but it must be remembered that
owners of British shipping looked and had the right to look for protection to
the British squadrons stationed in various parts of the world. Three or
four weeks must elapse before instructions (no cable in those days) would
reach the towns on tiie Southern coast, the Bahamas and the British West Indie
to say nothing of commerce scattered over more distant seas. But what had
happened? A blockade had been proclaimed, letters of marque had been public-
ly offered (an invitation very tempting to adventurers). Both the government
of the United States and the de-facto government of the Confederacy had as-
sumed and were actually exercising on the high seas the rights of war, and
the neutred who resists the enforcement of these rights does so under the
penalty of capture. Branches of trade perfectly lawful before, might be
treated as \mlawful and punished by seizure and confiscation. Then too, Mr.
1. Hansard: Vol. CLXII, p. 1566
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Lincoln's administration had sent agents to England to purchase arms and Mr.
Davis would certainly resort to the same market. This was the state of
facts existing during the first week of May. So far as they were kno?ni to
the English public and on these facts the Government was called upon both by
the mercantile community and by some of the warmest partisans of the Northern
cause, to define its position, to recognize or repudiate the blockade, to ac-
cept or reject the character of a neutral power and to publish its decision
as widely and speedily as possible.^ The utmost therefore that can be said
against Lord Russell and his colleagues is that he had anticipated on the
fifteenth of May a decision of which the North itself arrived on the fourth
of July.
Thus do the two countries, at the first chapter of the Civil War, be-
gin their "friendly relations", the one assuming that the other had committed
a "wrongful and injurious act" in proclaiming neutraliiy.
THE TRENT AFFAIR
In the same year in udiich this preliminary difference occurred, a much
more serious incident distrubed the "friendly relations" of the two people.
Scarcely was the Confederate Government under way at Montgomery, than
William L. Yancey, Pierre A. Rost, and Dudley A. Mann were appointed Special
Commissioners to the Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Belgium, France
and Russia.
The plan had been hastily made, hastily adopted, and had not worked well
a joint commission of three was too cumbersome. Yancey resigned in disgust
and in October the old plan was abolished. ^ When January (1861) came. Con-
federate interests in England passed to the hands of James Murray Mason, and
those in France, to John S]J.dell.
f
1. There are some interesting debates on the Blockade, Hansard Vol. CLXV,
2. McMaster, J. B.: A History of the People of United States, p. 139
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The new commissioners, Mason and Slidell, were to sail from Charleston.
The privateer Gordon was finally chartered, renamed Theodora, and during the
dark and rsdny night of October 11, ran the blockade and made direct for
Nassau.^
Now it so happened that just at this time the San Jacinto touched at
Cienfugos. During twenty months prior to August, 1361, she had been one of
a squadron of United States vessels on the coast of Africa engaged in the
attempts to suppress the trade in slaves. On the recall of the squadron at
the opening of the war, she was ordered to Fernando Po, where Captain Charles
Wilkes, well-known for his explorations in the South Polar Seas, was given
command.
Happening to put in at Cienfugos, Wilkes read in the newspapers that
two Confederate Commissioners, Mason and Slidell, on their w^ to Europe, had
reached Havana, had taken passage for St. Thomas, on the British Packet Trent.
Captain Wilkes sailed off in pursuit, and failing to overtake the packet,
2
set off to await her in the old Bahama Channel.
About noon on the eighth of November, she was seen approaching. The
Packet Trent was brought to by a shell fired across her bows, and she was
boarded by a lieutengnt from the San Jacinto, bearing instructions to demand
her papers, her clearance and the list of passengers and crew. Should Mason,
Slidell and their secretaries, Eustis and McFarland, be on board, he was
to make them prisoners and take possession of the ship. The orders were
partly executed. The Commissioners and their secretaries were brought on
|
board the San Jacinto, but the Trent was not made a prize and went on her
3
I
way to St. Thomas. The prisoners were brought to Fort Warren, Boston.
When the report of the capture was posted on the bulletin board of the
1. Official Records, Navy, Series I, Vol. I, pp 161-2
2. McMasters; A History of the People of United States, p. 140
5. Official Records, Navy, Series I, Vol. I, p. 142
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New York newspapers, it was, at first, disbelieved. When confirmed by later
and fuller reports, men began to ask each other, what will the consequences
be? Taken, it was said, off a British steamer, and a mall steamer at thatl
There will be war with England
I
A search was made for precedents. There were plenty of cases, it was
pointed out, in which Great Britain had done the very same thing. There
was the famous case of the Leopard and the Chesapeake. There was the case
of the steamboat Caroline^, there was the seizure, in 1780, by Great Britain,
of Henry Laurens from the deck of the Dutch ship.?-
However, in spite of these trepidations, the North exulted. Captain
Wilkes was the hero of the hour. To dine him, to feast him, and to thank
him became a craze. Respected and highly-placed individuals in Boston, the
Athens of America, met to applaud and defend Captain Wilkes. At New York
there was a public reception in the City Hall, and a formal welcome by the
mayor.
It is interesting to contrast the reaction to the Trent affair, both in
America and in London. It is well-illustrated in, A Cycle of Adams Letters,
pages 71-75. Charles Francis Adams, Jr., writes to his father from Boston,
Nov. 19, 1861:
"We have had a little run of luck on
this side this last week, and Dupont
and Wilkes have bolstered up the re-
putation of the navy.... I suppose the
seizure of Mason and Slidell reached
you.... Here it created quite a stir
and immense delight, though at first
everyone though it must be a violation
of international law but Dana crowed
with delight and declared that if Lord
John made an issue on that, you could
blow him out of water..."
1. Official Records, Navy, Series I, ?ol. I, p. 199
2. Mahon, Lord Stanhope: History of England, Vol. 7, pp 80-ei:ifHenry Laarens
bound on a diplomatic mission to the Hague was seized by the Bnglish and
co^itted to the Tower. His papers revealed a treaty alliance between
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In contrast to this jubilant spirit, Mr. Adams writes to his son from
London, Nov. 30, 1861;
”If I thought the state of things bad last week
you can imagine what I think of them now. In
|
fact I consider that we are dished and that our
position is hopeless. If the administration or-
dered the capture of those men, I am satisfied
that our present authorities are very unsuitable
persons to conduct a war like this or to re-
main in the direction of our affairs. It is our
ruin... I am half mad with vexation and despair...”
While Americans were rejoicing over the capture of Mason and Slidell,
Englishmen were aflame with indignation. Men of importance, public meetings,
the press, daaounced the act of Wilkes as a wanton outrage and an insult, and
violently abused the President, the government, and the people of the United
States.
The excitement was not entirely self-sustained. More than two weeks af-
ter the first news. Commander Williams, the retired naval officer in charge
of the mails on the Trent, poured oil on the flames, by telling his story at
a dinner of the Royal Western Yacht Club in Plymouth, and it was generally
reported in the press. Ihe account was particularly lurid. The brutal Ameri-
can marines sent to seize the prisoners, advanced with their bayonets pointed
at the undefended breast of Slidell’s daughter, while Commander Williams
bravely thrust himself between crying, 'Back, you damned cowardly poltroonsl '*1
The sentiments of the English gentry as they heard of this occumnce on the
deck of a British ship may be imagined.
In America, the storm of exultation which had swept over the lend, soon
gave way to grave apprehensions of war with England. Mr. Russell in his
diary, describes the growing consternation of the people:^
1. Jordan and Pratt: Europe and the American Civil War, pp 54-5
2. Russell, W: My Diary North and South, p. 689
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"Constent interviews took place between the
President and members of the Cabinet, and
so certain are the people that war is in-
evitable that an officer connected with
the executive of the Navy Department came
in to tell me General Scott was coming ov-
er from Europe to conduct the Canadian cam-
paign, as he had thoroughly studied the
geograply of the countiy and that in a very
short time he would be in possession of every
strategic position on the frontier. Late
in the evening, Mr. Olmsbead called to say he
had been credibly informed. Lord Lyons had
quarrelled violently with Mr. Seward, had
flown into a great passion with him, and so
departed. The idea of Lord Lyons being
quarrelsome, passionate or violent was pre-
posterous enough to those who knew him: but
the American papers, by repeated statements
of the sort have succeeded in persuading
their public that the British Minister is a
plethoric, red-faced, large-stomached man
in top-boots, knee-breeches, yellow waist-
coat, blue cut-away, brass buttons and broad-
brimmed hat, who is continually wcilking to
the State Department in company with a large
bull-dog, hurling defiance at Mr. Seward at
one moment and the next rushing home to re-
ceive despatches from Mr. Jefferson Davis
or give secret instructions to the British
Consuls to run cargoes of quinine and gun-
powder through the Federal blockade. I was
enabled to assure Mr. Olmstead that there was
not the smallest foundation for the theoryj
but he seemed impressed with the sense of some
great calamity, and told me there was a gener-
al belief that England only wanted a pretext
for a quarrel with the United States."
The apprehensions of the people in America, however, were well-founded;
the cabinet meeting at once declared that the occurrence was an act of
violence^ which was an insult to the British flag and a violation of inter-
national law. The government decided that it could not allow such an af-
front to England’s national honor to pass without full reparation, and m-
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of Lord Lyons) it reinforced the garrison of Canada with a little army of
8,000 men.^
With all due fairness to Lord Lyons one can not help but perceive that
he was sincere in his desire for peace, and in spite of hie querulous and
acrimonious tone which often characterized his communications, he was anxioui
to avoid the slightest semblance of anything which might cause offense to
the United States Government. However, as one may see by the following let-
ter, after the Trent Affair he made no secret of the apprehensions which he
entertained.
"Lord Lyons to Sir E. Head
Washington, May 22, 1861.
You will perhaps consider the notion that the United
States should at this moment provoke a war with a
greet Power as preposterous. . .Nevertheless I am so
seriously alarmed by what I see passing around me here
and especially by the conduct of the Cabinet that I
have thought it my duty to call the attention of our
government to the danger which I conceive to exist...
I have thought it right to state to Her Majesty’s
Government my opinion that it is not even now too
soon to put Canada into a complete state of defense
and to provide both in the West Indies and on the
Atlantic and Pacific coasts the means of resisting at-
tack in case of war or making our neutrality respected
if peace can be maintained..."^
In spite of his apprehensions of war. Lord Lyons labored quietly and
seduously to keep the peace. It ought to be added that Lord Lyons on his
own responsibility extended the time allowed to the Government of the United
States to give their reply. According to instructions Lord Lyons was to have
an answer within seven days. Seward requested a copy of the disptch "unof-
ficially and informally", as "so much depended upon the wording of it that
it was impossible to come to any decision without reading it". To this Lyons
1. Lord Newton: Lord Lyons, A Record of British Diplomacy, Vol. I, p. 54
2. Ibid, pp 39-40
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replied that if he gave him the copy officially the seven days would at once
begin to run. Seward suggested that he be given the copy on the landerstand-
ing that no one but the President and himself should know that it had been
delivered. Lord Lyons gladly complied with the suggestion.^
The following letter* by Richard Cobden to Sumner regarding the Trent
affair expresses the attitude of maiy Englishmen;
"December 19, 1861 ’
Everybody tells me that war is inevitable and yet I
do not believe in war. But it must be admitted that
there are things said and done on your side that make
it very difficult for the advocates of peace on this
side to keep the field. We can get over the saying of '
your Herald that France will not and England dare not
go to war. ^our newspapers will not drive us into war. '
But when grave men (or men that should be grave) holding !
the highest posts in your cultivated State of Massachu- I
setts, compliment Capt. Wilkes^, for having given an
|j
affront to the British Lion, it makes it very hard for
|
Bright and me to continue against the British Lion party ii
in this country. All I can say is, 1 hope you have
j
taken Bright's advice and offered unconditional arbitra-
i
tion
"There is an impression in high quarters here, that
|;
Mr. Seward wishes to quarrel with this country. This seems
absurd enough. I confess I have little confidence in him
as I have in Palmerston. Both will consult Bunkum, for
the moment without much regard, I fear, for the future.
^ou must not lose sight of this view of the relations of '
the two countries. Formerly, England feared a war with
the United States as much from the dependence on your cot-
ton as from the dread of your power. Now, the popular
opinion (however erroneous) is that a war would give us '
cotton. And we of course consider your power weakened by
^
your civil war. I speak as a friend of peace and not as
,
a partisan of my own country in wishing you to bear this
in mind. "3
'
ii
II
The letter referred to by Cobdai was written to Sumner by Mr. Bright. This
letter was read aloud in the Lincoln cabinet in the meetings that decided
the issue of peace or war with England.
Rhodes, J. E.; History of the Civil War, p.
Series I. Vol.^^^pp 161-169
78; also Official Records,
3 .
pl?l£c¥pa^!ng®in ^fFlemonstratfon^tl® ^ei-ican'goTeimJnrrfel SSS'
Morley, John: Life of Richard Cobden, Vol. II, p. 391
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To Sumner, Dec. 6, 1861
"If I were Minister or President in your country, I would
with the most complete answer the case is capable of and
^
a friendly and courteous tone, send it to this country.
I would say that if after this your view of the case is
not accepted, you are ready to refer the matter to any
Sovereign or two Sovereigns or Governments of Europe, or
to any other eligible tribunal and to abide by the deci-
sion. And you will rejoice to join with the leading
European government in amendments and modifications of
international law in respect to the powers of belligerents
and the rights of neutrals. I dread the consequences of
war quite as much for your sake as for our own... It is com-
mon here to say that your government can not resist the
mob violence by which it is surrounded. I do not believe
this...But now in this crisis I fervently hope that you
may act firmly and courteously. Any moderate course you
may take will meet great support here, and in the English
Cabinet there are, as I certainly know, some who will
gladly accept any fair proposition for friendly arrange-
ment on your side."
December 7
"...I have no doubt you will be able to produce strong
cases from English practice in support of the present case,but I doubt if any number of these will change opinion here.
It will be said, and is said already, that if we did wrong
fifty years ago, it is no reason why you should do wrong
now. The law is the law and it shall not be broken and we
shall take our law officers law for our law. Now what is
to be done? You must put the matter in such a shape as to
save your honor and to put our government in the wrong if
they refuse your proposition....
"At all hazards you must not let the matter grow to
a war with England.
. .even if you are right and we are wrong
...Nations in great crises and difficulties have often done
that which in their prosperous and powerful hour they would
not have done, and they have done without humiliation or
disgrace. You may disappoint your enemies by the modera-
tion and reasonableness of your conduct and every honest
and good man in England will applaud your wisdom. Put all
the fire-eaters in the wrong and Europe will admire the sa-
gacity of your Government."^
Trevelyan, G. M.: Life of John Bright, p. 313
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Fortunately while the passions of the multitude were excited, the
judgment of two men of high station remained cool, for, on one side of the
Atlantic, Mr* Lincoln had from the first the wiaflom to see that Wilkes’ ac-
tion could not be justified^; and on the other side the Prince Consort had
the discretion to recommend that the dispatches which the Government had
drawn up should be modified by the expression of a hope and a belief that
Captain Wilkes’ act was neither directed nor approved by the Government of
2
the United States. His wise counsel given almost on his deathbed was hap-
pily not ignored by the United States Government, which gave up the prisoners.
No doubt the Americans at the time thought that the demand was made
with harsh insistence and that it was enforced by unnecessary preparation for
war. The same view was held by Mr. Bright. Though reparations were made,
the incident was not forgotten and only intensified unfriendly relations be-
tween the two great Anglo-Saxon nations.
1. Nicolay and Hay: Abraham Lincoln, Vol. V, pp25-26. President Lincoln’s
cool judgment at once recognized the dangers and complications that might
grow out of the occurrence. He said, "I fear the traitors will prove to be
white elephants. We must stick to American principles concerning the rights
of neutrals. We fought Great Britain for insisting, by theory and practise,
on the right to do precisely what Capt. Wilkes has done. If Great Britain
shall now protest against the act and demand their release, we must give
them up, apologize, and thus forever bind her over to keep the peace in rela-
tion to neutrals and so acknowledge that she has been wrong for sixty years."
2. Guedalla in Gladstone and Palmerston (pp 60, 62) writes: Truth is less
friendly to romance, but creditable to Palmerston. Palmerston brought the
lawyers to the decisive meeting of the Cabinet and invited more than was cus-
tomarily required for a note survives in which Gladstone was asked by the
Prime Minister to bring his friend Phillimore the international lawyer. He
suppressed no opinion, he drafted no dispatch, since the dispatch was drafted
by John Russell. The dispatch itself was ’softened’ by the Cabinet and fur-
ther amendments by the Prince Consort were received by Palmerston without
demur. The Trent Affair gave PsQjnerston a Casus belli but he did not take
it because he did not want one—Cobden suspected as much. .. ’Palmerston likes
to drive the wheel as close to the edge as possible and show how dexterously
he can avoid falling over the precipice.’
3. Hansard Vol. CLXV, p. 381
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We give the critters back John
•Cos Abram thought ’twas right;
It wasn't your bullyin clack John,
Provoking us to fight.
So sang Lowell in the poem which begins.
It doesn't seem hardly right John
When both my hands are full
To stump me to fight, John
Your cousin, tu, John Bull
The feeling of resentment towards England was not unnatural. The
South with no manufacturing capacity of its own was driven to purchase both
its arms, cruisers and its warlike stores abroad, and English manufacturers
were perhaps only too glad to promote their own business and at the same time
assist the cause which commanded the warm sympathy of Englishmen, by selling
them what they required.^ In the poem which has just been quoted, Mr. Lowell
%
complained:
You wonder why we're hot John?
Your mark was on the guns.
The neutral guns, that shot, John
Our brothers and our sons.^
Thus from the very outset of the war, so far as Europe was concerned.
Great Britain became for America the storm center; and, in that center the
danger focused in Downing Street.
THE ALABAMA AND THE CONFEDERATE RAMS
It was not only guns with which English manufacturers were supplying the
I
Confederates. They were providing them simultaneously with armed cruisers.
The case of the Florida must give way here to the more notorious Alabama
which followed it.
In the beginning of the year 1861, there was not, within the whole
boundary of the Confederacy, a single private yard having the plant necessary
See Massachusetts Historical Society, Vol. 47. A Criq1<? inby Charles Francis Adams ^ u sis Dowing Street,
2. Mr. Lowell overlooked the fact that the North, as well, purchased stores
of ammunition in En^and during the war.
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to build and equip a cruising ship of the most moderate offensive power* Therj
was but one shop within the Confederacy, capable of turning out a first-clasp
engine. There was pressing need of everything required to build, equip, and
maintain a ship of war.^
When Mr* Davis and his Cabinet contemplated this paucity of supply and
poveiV of home resources, they realized in order to harass the enemy’s com-
merce and to break through blockading fleets, they must have aid from abroad.
To set on foot and direct naval operations as mi^t be possible to organize
for the Confederate States, an agent was sent to Londoiv hy the name of Mr.
Bullock.
To build or even to buy ships; to get them out of English ports and
then equip and arm them, were undertakings requiring the utmost secrecy and
reserve. It was necessary, first to build or buy a ship, and to disguise or
omit the semblance of equipment for purposes of war, to obtain the guns from
one maker, and often their carriages and gear from another; to get the shot
and shells from a third and the small arms and ammunition from at least two
other parties. The large quantity of stores, clothing, hammocks, etc., re-
quired for a cruising-ship could not, with prudence, be obtained from one
dealer; and a tender was needed to receive and carry abroad the whole of thesp
essential effects, which it was necessary to forward to the port of shipment
with quick dispatch and on short notice. TThen everything was ready, it was
no easy matter to so combine movements that ship and tender, sailing from
different ports should meet at the appointed rendezvous, and then after the
meeting, there was always much difficulty and many obstacles to the safe and
speedy transfer of stores and the completion of the armament.
^
The necessity for these perplexing and intricate proceedings arose from
1. Bullock; Secret Service of the Confederate States, Vol. 1, p. 21
2. Ibid, pp 25-24
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the fe.ct that in England a statute known as the Foreign Enlistment Act, which
forbids either of two belligerents to equii^ furnish, fit out, or arm any ves-
sel within the realm for the purpose of making war upon the other. A viola-
tion of that statute involved the forfeiture of the whole of the property.
The chief purpose of the Confederate government in sending Mr. Bullock
to Europe was to get ships afloat, capable of keeping the sea as long as
possible, and otherwise fitted to cruise and destroy the enemy's commerce.
The origin of the Alabama, her departure from England, and her career
afloat have been much discussed. Probably no single ship has ever given oc-
casion for so much diplomatic correspondence, or has furnished the grounds
for so many complaints, and the foundation for so great an international
grievance.
The contract for the vessel was made in Mr. Bullocks own name as a pri-
vate individual, and negotiations were carried on between the members of the
firm and Bullock, without intervention of any other parties. At the time
when Bullock was negotiating for the Alabama, Mr. John Laird had retired from
the firm which bore his name, and he was shortly afterwards elected to serve
in Parliament as a member for Birkenhead, Mr. Bullock' s business arrange-
ments, and the discussion about the design and the cost of the ship were
carried on with Messrs, William and John Laird, Junior,
The Birkenhead Ironworks were some distance above the chief commercial
ports of Liverpool, and being on the opposite side of the Mersey, they did no1
attract special notice from persons engaged in business, or passing to and fpc
by the Woodside Ferry. But the large number of people passing up river to
Tranmere, Rock Ferry, and Eastham, would often pass along the dock-walls of
Messrs. Lairds' establishment, and they could not fail to observe the gradual
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development of the graceful craft that stood out in bold relief at the extremp
south end of the yard.
The people who saw the ”290" (dockyard number of Alabama) on the build-
ing-slip, and were attracted by her appearance, naturally talked about her,
and no doubt remarks were often made in respect to her fitness for a cruiser,
and it is not, therefore, surprising that she should have aroused the sus-
picions of those whose business it was to keep watch over the interests of
the United States, Mr. Bullock soon discovered that spies were looking about
and tampering with the workmen at Messrs. Lairds', and that a private detecti'jre
namedMaquire was taking an abiding interest in matters. But Mr. Bullock's
solicitor assured him that there was nothing illegal in what he was doing, an^
there was nothing therefore to be done but to maintain a quiet reserve, to
hasten the completion of the ship, and get her away as soon as possible,^
On the fifteenth of May, the ”290" was launched, and as a matter of fact
left that numerical title on the sign-board at the top of the slip when she
slid off into the Mersey. Although it clung to her some time, and continued
to be the term used when mentioning her in the Consular affidavits and in the
diplomatic correspondence, until the frequent reports of her performances a-
floEt gave greater notoriety and distinction to her now historical name, the
Alabama,
Mr, Bullock attributes the success of getting the Alabama finished as
a sea-going ship, and dispatched, to the fact that no mystery or disguise
was attempted. He was well-advised as to the law, and had the means of know-
ing with well-nigh absolute certainty what was the state of negotiations be-
tween the United States minister and Her Majesty's government, for the rest,
he merely practised such ordinary business prudence and reserve as a man woul<
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be likely to follow in the managanent of his private affairs. Re never
told any employee more than was necessary for him to know, end never gave
any reason for an order having reference to the outfit or movements of the
ship. Everything was done quietly, without any excitement or appearance of
haste, elthough at the last moment die was hurried off with some precipitancy.
From the day of her launching, the Alabama had been the subject of
great concern to Consul Dudley. Mr. Dudley writing to Mr. Adams, described
her as a formidable and dangerous craft, capable of doing much mischief to
the commerce of the United States if she should pass into the hands of the
Confederates, for whom he was certain she was intended. Mr. Adams wrote to
Lord Russell asking for ”such action as might tend either to s|xDp the pro-
jected expedition or to establish the fact that its purpose was not inimical
to the people of the United States." Lord Russell sent inquiry on foot and
the matter was referred to Sir William Atherton and Lord Selbome for their
opinion, which was, that, if the facts were as represented, steps aught to
be taken; and that Mr. Adams would be informed that the course which the
government might take must depend upon the evidence which could be obtained.^;
The Commissioner of Customs reported to the Treasury on the first of July
that there was no attempt to disguise the fact that No. 290 was intended to
be a ship of war; that a report was current (which the builders did not deny)
that she had been built for a foreign government; but the Customs Officers
had no information on that point on which they coiild rely.
Further communication followed between the Collector of Customs at
Liverpool and Mr. Dudley who on the twenty-first of July placed in the CoUec--
tor’s hands six depositions, the first evidence he had been able to obtain.
Two more were added on the twenty-third and a ninth on the twenty-sixth, ell
1. Lord Selbome; Family and Personal Memorials, p. 420
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of which, in due course reached the Commissioners of Customs, the Treasury
!
and the Foreign Office. On the effect of the two earlier portions of this
j
i:
evidence Mr. Dudley consulted Mr. Collier^ and was advised that it was suf-
jj
ficient, end that a heavy responsibility would be incurred if the ship were
not detained. But the solicitor and council of the Board of Customs, taking
j
a different view of the Foreign Enlistment Act, thought it insufficient (dif-j
i|
ference in law and policy) and, although Mr. Collier’ s opinion was communica-j!
ted to them, they were not convinced by it. On the twenty-third of July, the
first eight depositions, with a copy of Mr. Co3J.ier’s opinion, were referred
by Lord Russell, to the Queen's Advocate, and the Attorney and Solicitor-
Generalj under a covering letter of July 26 (a Saturday) the final deposition!
(which added nothing of importance) was sent after them.
The delay to be accounted for occurred between the twenty-third and the
twenty-ninth of July. It was at that time, usual for letters addressed by
j
any department of the government to all the Law Officers to be delivered
]
first to the Queen's Advocate, end for him, after considering them, to send
them to the Attorney-General from whom they would go to the Solicitor-Generalj.
If the Foreign Office messenger, whose duty it was to deliver the papers re- '
ferred to the Law Officers on the twenty-third of July, did not know that the!
i;
ji
Queen's Advocate was too ill to attend to business, he would naturally leave
j|
them at Sir John Harding's house or chambers. !'
Judged by the event, it is easy to say that it was an error on the part
|!
of the government not to send orders to the Collector at Liverpool to detain
j,
1. Hansard: Vol. CLXX, p. 55. Mr. Collier's Opinion: "I have perused the
j
above affidavit and am of the opinion that the Collector of Customs would be
justified in detaining the vessel. Indeed I should think it was his duty to
!
detain her. And that if, after the application which has been made to him
j
supported by the evidence which has been laid before me, he allows the vessel
j
to leave Liverpool he will incur a heavy responsibility. . .It appears dlffl-
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cult to make out a stronger case of infringement of the Foreign Enlistment
j
Act, which if not enforced on this occasion is no better than a dead letter."(This opinion was dated July 25, 1862, end its midity was allowed by the
Government because five days later Lord Russell submitted it to the Law
jOfficers of the Crown and on the same date telegraphed the ship to be seized. ;
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rid darid sronri don bib "^o biirfd-x^no'^d erid no eieoillO wbJ ©rid od ^enel
3vaoI bXuw ori ,3a9niaud od bcodda od Xli ood aar? sdaoovbA a'nfsir^
.BiedaBrio lo ©sx/orf e'jnibisH nrfoL ii8 ds merfd
t'laq ©rid no loiio as ssw di d.^xid y^e of ^d^tev© exld xri bssbi/L
aisdob od XooqisviJ ds lodosXXoO ©rid of eiebio bn©B od don dne cicrxivcs ©rid 1o
©rid X>9 ?.jTi©q ©vflri I” xnoiniqO s’loiiXoO ,iii .55 .q ^XiCJO .XcV ibiaansH .X
©ri bXifOw SfflodaaO 1o lodoeIXoO ©rid dsrid noioiqo ©rid 1o gl3 bna divebills ©vodfs
od rinXrid bXx/Oifa I boebnl .Xeeesv ©rid snXnis-+eb ni boilidsx^t
ffliri od ©ban ncsri nsri rioiriw noldsoiXqqs ©itd lodls ,1i dsrfd bnA .lerf nl&dab
I
J>8B9v ©rid BwoXIs ©ri jsnt ©loleri bisX need Bsri rioirfw aonsbiv© ©rid bedioqq'wfB
-illib Bi.c©nqB dl. . . vdiXiriisno/aei xvserf a moni llJbr ad XocoieviJ ©vbsI od
drt©tadeiln!^ josX©ao‘'i ©rid io dnaassniilai lo eaao isgno'tdB a xi/o 9::lsf! oj ixx^P
^.leddaX &«9b a nerid ledded si noissooc cLld no beoioln© don 1i rioiriw ,doA
©rid s;(S hawolla ssa '^dlbil^ edi bn© ^S^8I ,52 bedab a«iif nciniqo airiT)
wbJ erid ot di beddimdna IXeesi/ri bioJ ledsX n^sb evil eeiitsoori djtCfjixcvoO
.bsxias od od qiriti ©rid beriqaigaXed ©dab ©loae ©rid no bno rwroil ©rid 1o eieoillO
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the Alabama during the interval between the twenty-second of July and the re-
ceipt of the opinion of the Law Officers upon those papers. But the necessi-
ty of such a step was, at that time, not obvious. No case had until then
occurred to put the govemnient on their guard against stratagem or surprise
on the part of the shipbuilders who were considered a firm of high standing
at Birkenhead.^
Lord Selbome knew nothing about any of those papers until late in the
afternoon of Monday, the twenty-eighth of July, when he met the Attorney
General. After ccaisidering the evidence they agreed with Mr. Collier's
opinion and recommended the ship to be seized without further delay. But
while these proceedings were leizurely going on, the bird had flown. At day-|
break on the twenty-ninth, she left the Mersey on what was represented as
her second trial trip, with a number of ladies and other guests who had been
invited on board, as if for a holiday excursion. At Moelfre Bay in Wales,
she put the party of holiday makers on shore. She was met near Terceira by
the Bahama, a ship sent out from Liverpool by other parties than the builders|^
from idiich she received her armament, end Captain Semmes commissioned from
the Confederate government took command of her as a Confederate man-of-war.
From that time she was called the Alabama and began her destructive career as
a Confederate privateer.
It was not until the simmer of 1869, when the Senate of the United State
had rejected the convention negotiated by Mr. Reverdy Johnson, and the con-
troversy about the Alabama had assumed an acrimonious character, that any-
body thought of inquiring closely into the exact circumstances of the delay.
At that time both Sir W illiam Atherton and Sir John Harding, and all persons
connected with either of them who could have thrown any light upon the matter]
1. Lord Selbome: Family and Personal Memorials, Vol. II, p. 423
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were dead, and Lord Russell’s recollection was no longer clear. His Under-
secretaries in 1862 were Mr. Hammond and Mr. Layard. He made inquiries, and
sent Lord Selbome a copy of Mr. Hammond’s reply, who said: ”The Foreign Of-
fice could not divine that poor Harding was mad, even if they had known that
he was ill, which they hardly could do. The reference being made, as it was
at that time, to the ’Advocate, Attorney, and Solicitor-General’, the papers
may be prestuned to have gone first to Harding's chambers, whose clerk ought
to have sent them on at once to the Attorney-General, when he learnt his own
master was incapacitated from business." Lord Selbome says, "I do not know '
what Layard wrote, if he wrote anything; but he told me lately (in 1888) that
he remembers that the papers were, in fact, left in Sir John Harding’s cham-
;
bers or house; and that the delay led to inquiry, with the result that they
were recovered, and sent on to Sir William Atherton."^
Lord Russell, according to Lord Selbome, proposed to the Cabinet on
the suggestion of the Duke of Argyll, to direct the Colonial authorities to
detain the Alabama, if she should come within their power; he went so far as
to prepare a despatch for that purpose; but everybody else was against it,
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Lord Westbury especially; and the dispatch was not sent. A large majority
of its members sympathized with the South and in their hearts rejoiced at the
j
Alabama’s escape. A writer (gifted with exaggeration, so some say) writes in
1. Lord Selbome writes that during the greater part (if not the whole of
July, 1862, Sir John Harding was disabled from attending either public or
private business. He could not have been in his chambers on Saturday, the
twenty-sixth or Monday the twenty-eighth of July; for he was then and for somi
days previously under care as a lunatic, without prospect of recovery. (Lord
Selboume, "Family and Personal Memorials" Vol. II, p. 429)
2. Lord RusseUL expressed his regret in Recollections and Suggestions by
John Earl Russell, p. 286; "I thought it my duty to wait for the report of
the Law Officers of the Crown; but I ought to have been satisfied with the
opinion of Sir Robert Collier and to have given orders to detain the ’Alabama*'
lat Birkenhead." (again, p. 407)-During the treaty of Washington, Lord Russell
says, "I assent entirely to the opinions of the Lord Chief Justice of Bigland
,
1
1 was waiting for the opinion of the law officers. But I think that the fault
'was not that of the Commissioners of Customs; it was my fault, as Secretary
State for Foreign Affairs."
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his Reminiscences, "I have seen it solemnly stated and in company with many
other lies passing into history that the action of the government was unfor- !
tiinately and unavoidably hampered and delayed by the illness, that is, the
insanity, of the Queen’s Advocate General. The fact is there was not one of
her Majesty's Ministers who was not ready to Jump out of his skin for Joy
when he heard of the escape of the Alabama."^
In March, 1862, shortly before McClellan moved his troops to the Penin-
sula, the Confederate navy put into service the old frigate Merrimac, newly
made over into an ironclad. On the eighth, she steamed into Hampton Roads
and there met a Union ironclad, the Monitor. The Union vessel was a curious
looking craft, with her deck only a foot above water, with a round turret
in the center. Although she carried only two guns, her revolving turret and >
mobility gave her the advantage over the lumbering Morimac. On the morning
of March 9, the two vessels pltinged into a furious gunnery duel, at close
range. Neither was able to get a decisive victory, but the Merrimac was
obliged to put back to port for repairs. This battle revolutionized the art
of naval warfare. Henceforth dependence on wooden ships was far too risky.
The Secretary of the Confederate navy (Hon. S. R. Mallory) was greatly im-
pressed with the importance of getting vessels to match the Union Monitor,
and with this in mind, sent the following dispatch to Mr. Bullock:
"I desire more particularly to direct your attention
to the subject of constructing iron and steel-clad
ships in France and England...! earnestly desire to
have an armoured steam sloop of moderate size, say of
1. Mozley: Reminiscense, Vol. II, p. 142. It was about a year and a half
from the time that she unfurled the Stars and Bars that the Alabama met a
Union vessel of her own class. In June, 1863, in the harbor of Cherbourg,
she was confronted by the Kearsage. The duel did not last long and ended in
the sinking of the Alabama. Most of her crew were made prisoners, but Semmes
escaped on an English yacht, the Deerhound. See, Bfy Adventures Afloat, by
Rapheal Semmes, an interesting account of the career of the Alabama; also Of-i
-- jorde. Soring Ij Vpl. EaflaBd-BadB little er^tfiOJla-
to disguise her cnal^In when sne heard of the rate or the Alabama, fiotl'^y
writes to his mothers "All the newspapers except the very Liberal ones of J^r^g-
land and France gnash their teeth with fury at the defeat of Semmes." Motleys
Correspondence, p. 121. It was the Alabama, of course, which gave her name
;
to the celebrated arbitration case (1872) in which England paid United States!
$15,500,000 to make good what were called the Alabama claims.
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about 2,000 tons, to carry eight cr ten
heavy guns built in England upon the
most approved plan in the shortest time.”"^
Contrary to the Queen's proclamation, certain parties in Great Britain
became actively engaged in constructing and equipping these formidable
ships of war. Mr. Bullock's dispatch to Mallory reads:
"The first of these will be ready for sea
March, 1863, and the second in May... The
builders with whom I contracted for the above
ships were Messrs. Laird Brothers, Birken-
head, and the whole of the arrangements
were made in the same way as those for the
building of the Alabama. "2
In spite of Mr. Bullock's precautions the transaction leaked out.
Southern newspapers pub!Lished the fact, and a letter in the London Times
from the South clearly indicated that armoured ships were expected from Eng-
land to -break the blockade. Mr. Bullock aware that the United States offi-
cials were becoming active, and being pressed by inquiries as to the des-
tination and ownership of the vessels became anxious to have the ironclad
rams rushed to completion. Work in the yards of liie Laird Brothers was
pushed forward; sheds lighted with gas were erected over the rams to insure
additional hours of labor upon them.
5
Mr. Adams, alarmed at the description of these powerful rams made fre-
quent protests to the Foreign Office, but as usual, there was the pretense
that they were not for the Confederacy, and Mr. Adams had no evidence.
Friends of the North, impatient of the inaction and seeming indifference
of the Ministry, tried to arouse the British parliament to action. Both Mr.
Forster and Mr. Bright gave stirring speeches to move the government from
its sluggishness.
Mr. Forster reminded the House of similar conditons, when England was
!
1. Bullock; Secret Service of the Confederacy, p. 380
2. Ibid, p. 386
3. Their sharp iron prows from which they obtained their name "Rams"
enabled them, without further amament, to strike and destroy unarmed
merchant vessels.
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at war with Russia
"We blockaded the ports of Russia as the United States were blockading
the Confederate ports, but there was considerable anxiety in Eng-
land lest the United States should send privateers under the Russian
flag. We feared that the Americans might do to us what we are now
doing to the United States. But it might be truly stated not one
single privateer or vessel of war left American ports to aid Rus-
sia.”!
Mr. Forster pointed out two instances in which American subjects
showed they would not break the neutrality law. A Mr. Webb, a ship builder,
received an order from the Russian Government to build the General Admiral
before the breaking out of the war, (1855) but after the outbreak of the war
the legality of his continuing the prosecution of the work was questionable,
hence the suspension of the work until restoration of peace. A more ex-
traordinary case was an armed schooner which was suspected by the British
Consul, and his suspicions were identical with the suspicions felt by the
American Consul in regard to the Alabama. The American Government at once
(not five days later) detained the vessel until the British Consul was con-
vinced that she was not intended for the service of Russia. It was a
rather curious coincidence that the vessel belonged to a very eminent Ameri-
can merchant, Mr. Law, who had suffered most from the depredations of the
Alabama, and it was a curious fact that he was one of the largest subscriber! i
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to the American fund for the relief of the distress in Lancashire.
Mr. Bright supporting Forster in his attempt to arouse the House to
action addressed the House in the following manner:
"...If anybody was building a ship of war and there was a fair
suspicion that it was intended to help a revolutionary party
in the little kingdom of Portugal...! have not the slightest
doubt but the Government would interfere and stop the sailing
of that ship. I say. Sir, that our neutrality is a cold and
unfriendly neutrality; and I say that considering the natural
alliance between this country and the United States and the
1. Hansard, Vol. CLXX, p. 40
2. Ibid
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enormous interests which you jeopardize, it does become the
government to look this question in the face and to exert the in-
fluence they have and which I believe the people of this country
universally would support them in exerting to prevent the sail-
ing of these vessels, which can by no means whatever have any
effect so far as we are concerned, but to embroil us with that
nation with which of all others in the world we have the great-
est interests in remaining at peace. Do not for a moment believe
that because the United States are in this calamity out of which
they will come a great nation... do not believe for a moment that
acts like this can be forgotten now or forgotten hereafter...
(Bright appeals to Palmerston) .. .If the noble Lord at the head
of the Government who is a man of unequalled experience in poli-
tics and who though he may sometimes drive the coach very near
the edge of the precipice, can not I should think intend to
drive it over. If the noble Lord who has now for so long a time
administered the affairs of this country with a greater degree
of concurrence in this House than perhaps any minister ever en-
joyed during his recollections. ..if the noble lord would now come for-
ward with kindly words and generous acts, in a manly and genial
spirit towards a great and kindred people, he has it in his power
to perform services to both nations and the world at large, not
exceeded by any that his warmest admirers say he has rendered
during his long political career. This night, by that table, on
this floor, the noble lord in five minutes of those genial and
friendly words which none know so well how to utter, might send
a message to the United States that would allay much irritation
and would give great confidence to the friends of peace—not only
on that side of the Atlantic, but to a vast number who hang upon
his utterance in this country."!
Viscount Palmerston's answer to Mr. Bright and to Mr. Forster's ap-
peal for action:
"...Turning to the practical question raised by my Friend the mem-
ber of Bradford (W. E. Forster) I can not but express regret
at the tone of his remarks, and still more of the tone taken by
the honorable member for Birmingham (Mr. Bri^t) . There is no
concealing the fact that whenever any political party, whether in
or out of office in the United States finds itself in difficulties
it raises a cry against England as a means of creating what in
American language is called political "capital". . .They ask "why
did you not seize the Alabama, when you were told that it was
known and believed that she was intended for war-like purposes on
the part of the Confederates?" Now in the first place, you can
not seize a vessel under the Foreign Enlistment Act unless you
have evidence or oath confirming a suspicion. That evidence was
wanting in this case. The American Minister came to my noble
friend the Fpreign Secretary (Russell) and said, "I tell you this,
and I tell you that, I'm sure of this and I'm sure of that" but
Trtien he was asked to produce evidence on oath, which was the only
1. Ibid, Vol. CLXX, p. 66
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thing on which we could ground any proceedings, he said that the
information was furnished to him confidentially, that he could
not give testimony on oath but that we ought nevertheless, to act
on his assertion and suspicion. . .what would happen if we were to
act in that way? When a vessel is seized unjustly and without
good grounds there is a process of law to come afterwards and the
Government may be condemned in heavy costs and damages...! say
if there was any fault it was on the part of those who called on
us to do a certain act and yet withheld the ground work on which
the act could alone be based., .The honorable member from Birming-
ham (Mr. Bright) reproaches us with exhibiting ”a cold and un-
friendly neutrality". . .If neutrality is more than friendly to-
wards one party, it is something very different towards the other
and ceases to be what in common parlance is meant neutrality be-
tween contending parties. But whether our neutrality is warm or
cold, friendly or unfriendly, it is sincere and honest. . .Feeling
as we do, the greatest desire that the most friendly relations
should continue to be maintained between this country and the
United States, regretting exceedingly any circumstances of any
kind which should have caused irritation in the minds of the people
of the Northem Union, we can only say that it is impossible for
us to go beyond the law, .
.
Mr. Adams watched things warily. He had received a dispatch from Se-
ward which in part read:
"Can the British government suppose for a moment that such an
assault as is thus meditated can be made upon us by British-
built, armed and manned vessels without at once arousing the
whole nation and making a retaliatory war inevitable? "2
1
Meanwhile, Earl Russell was in a great perturbation of mind. He was
vexed by the course of the Southern emissaries and mortified as well as ir-
ritated by the recollection of the Alabama, but he was staggered by the
confident assertion of French ownership of the vessels which the Lairds cor-
roborated and moreover the law, as expounded in the Court of Exchequer,
was plainly against interference. If it acted, the government must do so
on the grounds of prerogative, against public opinion, regardless of the
advice of counsel, and prepared to be mulcted by a jury. The situation
was exceedingly trying, and yet it was evident that Earl Russell earnestly
desired to do his duty to the crown and whatever international obligations
1. Hansard, Vol. CLXX, p. 90
2, Diplomatic Correspondence, 1863, p. 365
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demanded* Like Shakespeare’s noble Moor, he was, "being wrought upon,
perp.exed in the extreme."
Despite these perturbations, government procedure remained inactive.
One vessel was now ready to steam down the Mersey. Of course, like the
Alabama, only on a trial trip.
Mr* Adams was anxious; he saw no signs of the Ministry adopting any
preventive policy. In his diary, Mr. Adams writes upon the impending crisis:
"Friday, Sept. 4*
A notice from Mr* Dudley that the war vessel was about to deport
compelled me to address another and stronger note of solemn pro-
test against the permission of this proceeding by the government*
I feared, however, that it would be of little avail, and my prog-
nostication proved but too true; for I received at four o'clock
a note announcing that the government could find no evidence
upon which to proceed in stopping the vessel...
The following day, it was, that after a night of anxious reflection
over what yet might possibly be done, Adams wrote to Earl Russell the dis-
patch of September 5, which contained the expression afterwards so famous,
"It would be superfluous in me to point out to your lordship that this is
war."
-30
The English government did manage to get evidence, however, as to the
destination of the rams. A Frenchman, at Paris, named Bravay, was said by
Messrs* Laird to be the principal for whom they were being built. He was
not a dealer in ships, but it was pretended that he was acting for the Pashs
of Egypt* The English Government discovered that the Fasha of Egypt had
nothing to do with it* Eventually, Mr* Grey, Secretary to the British Em-
bassy in Paris, succeeded in getting access to the papers in Mr. Bravay’
s
hands, which disclosed the fact that the true contractor for them was the
well-known Confederate agent. Captain Bullock^, the same who had superin-
tended the construction of the Alabama. Mr* Grey obtained copies of the
1* Adams, C* F*, Ch6.rles Francis Adams, p* 342
2. Bullock; Secret Service of the Confederate States, reveals the govern-
mental machinations in transferring the rams to French ownership*
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contracts, thus removing all uncertainty as to the service for which the
rams were intendedj and when the matter was brought to this point, they were
seized and eventually bought by the British government.^
THE COTTON FAMINE
Despite the willingness of English and French shipbuilders to let loose
commerce destroyers for the purpose of building up a Confederate navy, the
effectiveness of the American blockade resulted for Europe the almost com-
plete stoppage of its cotton supply. The European cotton famine of 1861-5,
at the time, a momentous affair, is now forgotten, yet because of it, possi-
ble intervention by foreign powers threatened the success of the blockade.
By a blockade of southern ports, by keeping foreign countries aloof
from the contest, and by military and naval operations the United States had
entered the conflict to conquer the Confederacy.
The Confederacy, also had weighed its chances for success. It did not
go in the conflict unadvisedly; on the contrary, the leaders gave what at
that time they considered full consideration to all factors at either side
essential to victory. Though they reckoned wrong, they reckoned just the
same.
The greatest factor of self-deception was the overvaluation of the
South of its commercial power . ’Cotton is King* was accepted as a funda-
1. Selbome: Memorials, p. 448; note; there has been much discussion as to
the effect Mr. Adam’ s last dispatch, threatening war, had on changing Bri-
tish policy. Rhodes, vol. 4, p. 337, writes: "Before Adam’s note was writ-
ten, Russell had ordered measures to be taken to prevent the departure of
the rams, on any pretext; but it was not until the 8th that the government
was officially committed as Adams urged." Walpole; Life of John Russell, ’
p. 359; letter to Palmerston from Russell, Sept. 3, 1863: "The conduct of i
the gentlemen who have contracted for the two ironclads at Birkenhead is so
very suspicious that I have thought it necessary to direct that they should '
be detained. The Solicitor General has been consulted and concurs in the
measure as one of policy though not of strict law." Also Adams: C. F. Adams,
p. 343: "Tuesday, Sept. 8, in the 'Morning Post’ there was a short article
announcing that the government had decided on detaining the vessels in order
to try the me^ta in court. It had an official aspect; and yet„X could
scarcely put faith in it, while I no notice myself. Tater lu the“day,
however, a brief notification came from Lord Russell to the effect that or-
ders had been given to prevent their departure. Hanzard; Vol. CLIXIII, pp 487
429. Discussion on Adams correspondencei and as to whether the British govti.
had yielded to intimidation and menace cc a sense of justice.
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mental truth and was made the basis of political action. The most important
Industr7 in England was dependent on American cotton. The failure of the
supply entailed the cotton famine and inflicted suffering so widespread and
acute that it excited the commiseration of the Americans themselves.^ The
needs of England were in fact so great that, in the Southern States, no
doubt was felt that Great Britain would be forced to break the blockade,
'There’s the key' said a Charleston Merchant, pointing to some bales of
cotton, 'which will open all our ports.
Such a conclusion was natural enough. In 1860 there were some 2,650
cotton factories in England, consuming 1,100,000,000 pounds of cotton, and
employing 440,000 persons whose wages amounted to<^ll,600,000 a year. The
annual produce of these factories was valued at c^76 ,000,000, or6^6, 000, oof)
more than the entire revenue of the government of the United Kingdom. Mr.
Potter in the House of Commons said^that there were 600,000 persons employed
who received between<^15,000,000 and c^l6,000,000 in wages a year and
whose productions were valued at ^^80,000,000.^ Nearly the whole of the cot{-
ton—more -than eleven pounds out of every fourteen—which was required to
feed this mighty industry, was grown in, and came from the Southern States.
In 1860 the trade was suffering from the superabundant energy of the
manufacturing community. Production had outstripped the demand, and vast
quantities of cotton goods, for which it was difficult or impossible to find
a purchaser, encumbered the markets of the world. If Civil War had not
broken out in America, the glut in the produce must have lead sooner or late^
li
to the closing or partial closing of many mills. Thus the war only precipif
tated a crisis which cotild not in any case^ have been altogether averted.
j!
1. When the Lancashire distress was most pronounced a subscription, originat-
ing with a sympathetic merchant of New York, had been filled up by many con-
tributors and a ship named aftpr htmp thft George Griswold, had be^ freiriitefl
with food for the relief of the suffering in Lancashire, (ref. Annals of
Rockdale, Robert D. Mattley)
2. Rhodes, James Ford: History of the United States, Vol. Ill, p. 416
3. Hansard, Vol. CLXVI, pp. 1494-5 (have quoted most conservative figures)
4. Arnold's History of Cotton Famine, p. 80
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But it did much more: it saved many manufacturers from the ruin which seemejd
likely to fall upon them; the men who had large stocks of cotton in hand,
and who were anticipating a fall, suddenly found that the restriction of thej
supply was involving a rise in prices. These men made large and unexpected
profits. The value of the produce which they had at their disposal was
raised almost in a moment by many millions.
Thus the manufacturer who had large stocks of cotton to dispose of,
and who chose to close his mill, had little or no cause to regret the out-
break of the Civil War. To do the manufacturers justice, however, few of
them showed any disposition to take their profits and discharge their work-
ing people. On the contrary, most of those who were able to do so, did
their utmost to keep their mills open. And the position of these men was
very critical, for while the failure of the supply led to a rapid rise in
the price of raw cotton, the glutted condition of the markets prevented a
corresponding increase in the value of the manufactured article. The manu-
facturer who kept his mills open had to pay 150 per cent more for this raw
material, and could only obtain a 50 per cent increase on the goods which he
turned out.^ This state of things naturally consumed much of the profits
which he derived from selling his accumulated stocks. The smaller manufactujj:-
er who had no large stocks, or no reserve of capital, was unable to go on
working.
Other classes in the community gained something from the paralysis
which had fallen on the cotton industry. The woolen looms of Yorkshire,
the flax mills of Belfast were stimulated to fresh activity by the rise in
the price of cotton. The midland counties and shipping ports found them-
selves busily complying with the demands of the belligerents, who were pur-
1. Ibid, p. 171
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chasing arms and in defiance of the law, building ships on the neutral soil
of England. From a broad commercial standpoint, therefore, it was possible
to argue that Great Britain as a whole received many compensations for the
paralysis of her cotton industry. The years of cotton famine were years of
great suffering in Lancashire, but they were years also of great prosperity
for the coTintiy generally.
The incidental advantages, however, were soon overlooked in the gener-
al appreciation that a great disaster had fallen on the most numerous sec-
tion of the manufacturing population. In the autumn of 1861 many mills
were closed. Before the first six months of 1862 were concluded, tens of
thousands of hands were thrown out of employment; the small tradesmen, who
supplied the operatives, were ruined from the failure of their business;
and, at the end of the year, half a million persons in the cotton districts
were in receipt of relief, either from the guardians of the poor or from
charitable funds. More than 270,000 persons in these districts were sup-
ported by the "rates”; and this number represented an addition of more than
210,000 to the ordinary roll of paupers. That roll had increased by 372
per cent; the ratio of pauperism to the population had risen from 2.9 to
13.7 per cent.^
In the past, a few persons had pointed out the danger of relying on
only one source for the supply of the raw material on which the chief
2
manufacturing industry of the country was dependent. John Bright had pro-
phesied as early as 1847 that slavery would some day seriously interfere
with the Lancashire supply of raw material. He vainly exhorted his country-
men to provide against the danger that he foresaw by planting cotton in
India while there was yet time. His Manchester opponents and those who
1. Ibid, pp 297-8
2. Trevelyan, George Macaulay, Life of John Bright, p. 317
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succeeded him refused to help him in this matter.
Under the stimulus of hi^er prices, great and not unsuccessful exer-
tions were made to fill the void created by the war in America. India be-
came the chief source of supply, but manufactuers and operatives both dis-
liked the new fibre. Indian cotton they complained was short in staple and
harsh in quality. Sir Charles Wood was Secretary for India under Russell's
administration. Things became so bad, a deputation of Lancashire operatives
paraded the streets of the metropolis with banners, on one of which was
inscribed the following lines:
They talk of substitutes for cotton
No substitutes are good
The India Board is rotton 2.
We want a substitute for Wood.
The operative who lifted up his voice in chapel and added to his pastor's
prayer for increased supplies of cotton, "0 Lord, but not Surats" spoke the
2
sentiments of both master and hands.
In France the situation was no better; indeed, owing to the deeper
poverty of the population of the manufacturing centres, some asserted that
it was worse. At Bouen, of 50,000 operatives ordinarily engaged in spinning,
weaving, dyeing, etc., 30,000 were absolutely without occupation. In the
adjoining country districts, out of 65,000 hand-looms, one fifth only were
at work. It was estimated that in a single district no less than 300,000
souls were absolutely destitute, ell because of the cotton famine.
The extraordinary feature in the sitution was, however, the patience
of the victims. The common folk of Europe, workless and hungry, felt what
the wealthier class refused to believe, that the cause at issue in America
was the right of a workingman to his own share in the results of his toil.
That cause, they Instinctively knew, was somehow their cause, and they would
_
1. Heywood, John: Autobiography of a Manchester Cotton Manufacturer
2. For important debates on the distress in the manufacturing districts,
see Hansard, Vol. CLXVI, pp 1490-1532; Vol. CLXX, pp. 776-837.
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not betray it.
THE SOUTH SEEKS RECOGNITION
Meanwhile, during the severest stress of the cotton famine, the cause
of the Union had in Europe passed a crisis,—that in which the full recogni-
tion of the Confederacy, and the consequent raising of the blockade through
the armed intervention of Great Britain and France were most imminent.
With the arrival of Mason in London and Slidell in Paris the struggle
of the Confederacy for recognition by foreign powers began in earnest. The
ministers of Napoleon III, also, were pressing the British government towards
recognition, and the utterances of English public men of note were becoming
day by day more outspoken and significant.
However, at this time, the Minister and the Commons were far more con-
cerned with the blockade and the question of breaking it than they were with
the persistent claims of the South for recognition. Parliament moved for
returns of the number of British vessels which had run the blockade, for the
number of British vessels taken or destroyed in attempts to break the block-
ade, end for the number of British vessels that had put into Nassau, or other
colonial ports, laden with goods, contraband of war and with supplies for
the Confederacy. Unless produced, it would be impossible to discuss fully
the efficiency or inefficiency of the blockade or the action of the govern-
ment in carrying out the polity of neutrality to which it was pledged. On
the one hand it was often said that the blockade was not effective, end that
a fleet ought to be sent to break it. On the other hand, the distress
caused in Lancashire and in Lyons by want of cotton seemed to show it was
effective.
Mr. Gregory, an influential member of the House of Commons, gave notice
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that on March 7, he would call attention to the blockade and move for papers*
On the appointed day, Gregory made his motion, claimed that the blockade was
ineffective and ought not to be respected and held that the government by
recognizing it was not acting with strict neutrality, but was unfair to the Si
South. In support of his claim, he cited the letters from consuls in
!j
Southern ports, and from the commanders who had sailed along the coast, and
j
insisted that sinking the stone fleet in Charleston harbor was an admission
;
by the Federal government that the work was not effective.^ '
Benjamin Moran in his Diary^ (p. 445) gives a lively description of the
proceedings, in which W. E. Forster answered Gregory on the blockade:
"Gregory left when he got through his tirade and
went over under the gallery behind the Sergeant-
at-arms to talk to old Mason, Mann and MacFarland,
who were there, but came back when Forster began.
Thurlow Weed and Henry Adams were on the floor, and
Wilson and I were in the Diplomatic Gallery. We
watched closely and as Forster went on with his ex-
pose and reduced the tables down to almost nil.
Ministers looked up delighted, Gladstone turned
round to catch every word, Palmerston looked up
enquiringly ... The benches began to fill and the
cheers were strong. In ten minutes it was clear
Forster had killed Gregory, his motion and the block-
ade. He described flat boats, unravelled dates, made
Consul Bunch and Mason give evidence against them-
selves and ended with a short peroration to the point
about who wanted to break the blockade."
W. E. Forster showed the number of vessels claimed to have run the
blockade by Yancey was three-hundred and twenty-two; that one-hundred and
nineteen had left port before the blockade was established, and that fifty-
six were foreign vessels which sailed before the expiration of the four-
teen days grace allowed them. Subtracting these one-hundred and seventy-
five departures from three-hundred and twenty-two on the list, there re-
mained one-hundred and Torty^seven.
1. See Moran's Diary: Mar.
Uiti bluckadti ini Fiiilaj and r
6, 1862. "W. E. Forster will answer Gregory oij
out some facts for him < >
I
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our geography."
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River boats at New Orleans, one-hundred and twenty-two remained; of these
one-hundred and six were coasters, end all but three were engaged in what
Mason called quasi-inland voyages, creeping along shore and through inland
waters. Taking one-hundred and three from one-hundred and twenty-two left
nineteen of which fifteen were from American ports. Mason's list specified
fifty-one departures before the end of October; of these five departed
before the declaration of the blockade, twenty-seven had made quasi-inland
voyages, leaving nineteen evasions of which only one was by a vessel from
Europe. We have heard, said Forster, a good deal about the sham blockade.
?yherein are these lists any better than a sham?^
When the proceedings ended the motion was negated without a division.
Again July, 19, 1862, Mr. Lindsay asked the House to affirm that the
time had come for recognition of the Confederacy. Moran in his diary
writes (pp 456-60):
"Lindsay is a wretched speaker and soon drove half the
members of a very full house away. For years I have
entertained great ' respect for the intelligence and
dignity of the English House of Commons, but after
hearing the vulgar misrepresentations of Lindsay on
the United States, welcomed by applause, I can no
longer respect it. He openly lied about tariff...
and after an hours abuse of United States and his
reasons, therefor, he wound up by saying that inde-
pendently of all these he desired the disruption of
the American Union as every honest Englishman did...
Old Mason spat tobacco more furiously than ever, and
covered the carpet. . .Palmerston who had nearly all
the time preserved his sleepy appearance, rose. It
was half-past one in the morning, that old man, now
seventy-eight years of age had for seven hours and a
half listened to the debates. . .His remarks showed
that he had watched every action and heard every sen-
timent of the speakers. He said mediation meant war,
and thought the government could manage the affair
without going so far, or wounding the feelings of
sensitive people...^ As I cane away I met Mason alone,
looking sullen and dejected. He had a bad face... In
1. Hansard, Vol. CLXV, pp. 1189-1190
2. " " CLXViii, pp. 570-573. Palmerston entreated the House to
leave to the responsible government the task of judging what can be doni
when it can be done, and how it can be done.
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a minute he was joined by Gregory, both evidently
disappointed and putting his arm lovingly ’roimd
the Irishman’s waist, the slaveholder and the Bri-
ton stalked off to solace their minds and forget
their disappointment in the consolation incident
to smoking a cigar.”
In Paris, Slidell for a time met with better success than Mason in Lon-i,
don. Napoleon III from the first was actively hostile to the North though
he pretended to convince each side that he was especially favorable to it,
;
while in fact, his sole aim was to use both without scruple. He was not
so concerned with his country’s dire need for cotton as he was to promote il
his own complex schemes. He had already become involved in Mexico.^ He
saw that the Confederacy was his natural ally, yet he had neither the coura^
nor the decision of character to enter into an alliance vri-th it. !
However Napoleon III promised Slidell he would try to bring about i|
joint mediation and recognition by England, France and Russia. So pleased i
j!
was the Emperor with his plan that without delay his ambassadors in England :
and Russia were instructed to propose that the three governments exert theii?
influence at Washington, and at Richmond to obtain an armistice of six
months .
^
I
Meanwhile following indications closely, Mr. Adams having anticipated I
some such action by the British and French government, wrote to Seward. In
jj
the dispatch he asked for explicit instructions and the course he would
pursue if approached by Earl Russell with a tender of ”good offices”. Mr.
Seward replied:
Z,
”If the British Government shall in any way approach
you directly, or indirectly, with propositions
which assume or contemplate an appeal to the Presi-
|
dent on the subject of our internal affairs, whether
At this time, 1862, Ehgland, France and Spain intervened in Mexico for thS
protection or the property the persons of their sub^e^ct'S".
French troops were in, Napoleon III proposed the capture of Mexico City, '
to reconstruct a government to their, own liking. England !i^thorew from the enterprise, ther^y leaving the French a^cleaif
Bigelow, John: France and the Confederate Navy, p. 128
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or to advise, or even to solicit or persuade, you
vd.ll answer that you are forbidden to debate, to
hear, or in any way receive, entertain or transmit
any comiiiunication of any kind. .
.
”If, contrary to our expectation, the British Govern-
ment either alone or in combination with other govein-
ments, should acknowledge the insurgents, while you
are remaining without further instructions from this
government, concerning that event, you will immediate-
ly suspend the exercise of your functions, and give
notice of that suspension to Earl Russell and to this
department.
"If the British Government make any act or declara-
tion of war against the United States, you will de-
sist from your functions, ask for a passport, and re-
turn vri-thout delay to this capital. I have now in
behalf of the United States and by the authority of
their chief executive performed an important duty.
Its possible consequences have been weighed and its
solemnity is therefore felt and freely acknowledged.
This duty has brou^t us to meet and confrontthe
danger of a war with Great Britain and other states
allied with the insurgents who are in arms for the
overthrow of the American Union. You will perceive
that we have approached the contemplation of that
crisis with the caution which great reluctance has
inspired. But I trust that you will also have per-
ceived that the crisis has not appalled us."^
I
The crisis both in military and in diplomatic affairs seemed to be at
hand. The almost continuous ill success of the Federal Army, gradually
modified Lord Palmerston's policy of "watchful waiting". As soon as the
news of the second battle of Bull Run reached England, Palmerston sent a
note to Russell in which he spoke of the result as "a very complete smash-
ing" of the Federals. He also suggested that in case Baltimore or Washing-
ton should fall into the hands of the Confederates, it would be time for
Great Britain and France to address the contending parties and recommend an
arrangement upon the basis of separation.
In reply to Palmerston's letter. Lord Russell wrote:
1. Bancroft, Life of Seward, pp 294-6
2. Walpole, Life of Russell, Vol. II, p. 349
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"Gothe, Sept. 17, 1862
I agree with you that the time has come for offering
mediation to United States government with a view
to the recognition of the independence of the Con-
federates. I agree further that in case of failure
we ought ourselves to recognize the Southern States
as an Independent State.
”We ought then, if we agree as such a step to propose
it first to France and then on the part of England
and France, to Russia and other powers as a measure
decided upon by us.*^
Mr. Gladstone was also playing his part in the conspiracy j he writes
to Mrs. Gladstone;
•Lord Palmerston has come exactly to nQr mind about
some early representation of a friendly kind to
America if we can get France and Russia to join.’
also to the Duke of Argyll:
’My opinion is that it is vain and wholly unsustained
by precedent to say nothing shall be done until both
parties are desirous of it. That, however, we ought
to avoid sole action, or anything except acting in
such a combination as would morally represent the
weight of impartial Europe. That with this view we
ou^t to communicate with France and Russia to make
with them a friendly representation, (if they are
ready to do it), of the mischief and hopelessness of
prolonging the contest in which both sides have made
extraordinaiy and heroic efforts; but if they are
not ready, then to wait for some opportunity when
they may be disposed to mcve with us. The adhesion
of other powers would be desirable if it does not
encumber the movement.
Again, just before Mr. Gladstone went to Newcastle Lord Palmerston
informed Gladstone that he himself and Lord Russell thought the time was
fast approaching when an offer of mediation ought to be made by England,
France and Russia and that Russell was going privately to instruct the
Ambassador of Paris and sound the French government; 'of course’. Lord
Palmerston said, ’no actual step would be taken without the sanction of the
1. Ibid
2. Morley, John, Life of Gladstone, pp 75-6
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Cabinet. But if I am not mistaken you would be inclined to approve such a
course*
So far then had the two heads of the government advanced when Mr.
Gladstone went to Newcastle. Unhappily, at the banquet in the town hall at
;
Newcastle, Mr. Gladstone defended and eulogised Mr. Jefferson Davis, who,
jl
he said, "had made a nation." Here Mr. Gladstone failed to remember a say- ;
ing of his own that *a man who speaks in public ought to know besides his
own meaning, the meaning which others will attach to his words.* The sensa4'
tion of Mr. Gladstone's words were profound, all the world took so pointed
an utterance to mean that the government was about to recognize the inde-
pendence of the South.
Some think Gladstone had yielded to the temptation of courting popul
ty. Mr. Charles Francis Adams says that speech "of incredible grossness"
as Mr. Gladstone^ later put it; though for a moment caused our minister Mr. '
Adams a feeling akin to despair, in reality saved the situation for him and !|
il
the country he represented. It was a lucky break for the American Union. jl
Mr. Adams tells us that the two men Lord Palmerston and Mr. Gladstone !
instinctively disliked each other; politically, Gladstone then a man of i
fifty-four and in the full maturity of his great powers, was plainly the
coming man, but Palmerston so to speak, though a veteran close to fourscore
j
3
held the fort; nor did he propose to vacate it in Gladstone's favor.
j
Under these circumstances the Chanc ellor of the Exchequer had in the |
1. Ibid, p. 76 1|
2. Mr. Gladstone, 54 years later, writes in reference to the Newcastle
speech: "That my opinion was founded upon a false estimate of the facts wa#
the very least part of my fault. I did not perceive the gross impropriety '
of such an utterance from a Cabinet minister of a power allied in blood andj
language, and bound to loyal neutrality. . .My offense was indeed only a
mistake, but one of incredible grossness, and with such consequences of
offense and alarm attached to it that my failing to perceive them justly
exposed me to very sevOTe blame..." Mor^ey, Life of Gladstone, Vol. II,
pp 81-2
5. Adams, Charles Francis, Trans-Atlantic Solidarity, p. 104
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autumn of 1862 gone on what proved to be a sort of triumphal progress throuj
the northern counties. It amounted to a popular ovation and not unnaturallj
his colleagues, especially, his chief took cognizance of it. Then came the
Newcastle speech. Mr. Gladstone says in his diary it was no hasty imprompti
utterance, it had on the contrary been long and well-considered. Distrust-
ing the fixity of the ^^remier’s purpose, the Chancellor of the Exchequer
intended to force his hand thus clinching the thing.
The Cabinet meeting which had been called as the outcome of previous
arrangements between the Chancellor of the Exchequer and Palmerston and
Russell was postponed. The hesitation and postponement brought about by
Lord Palmerstai's resentment in the consequence of Mr. Gladstone’s New-
castle speech (according to Mr. Adams) thus saved the situation. The veter-
an premier at the moment apparently looked upon it merely as an action de-
ferred, probably for a fortni^t or a month more or less. Within that time^
as events indicated he confidently believed some definite military result
would be reached in America.
And within the period assigned something did happen, but not what the
British premier had anticipated. At just that critical juncture and by the
merest chance as to time the Emancipation Proclamation of President Lincoln
had been made public. That African servitude was an issue in the American
struggle could no longer be denied. From that time the success of the
Union cause meant the freedom of the slave.
The Proclamation of 1862 did not immediately affect governmental atti-
tude, save adversely to the North} it gave a handle for the pro-Southem
outcry on the score of a Fservile war." Indeed, the radicals were at first
depressed by it, but when months passed with no appearance of a servile war
h
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j
and when the second emancipation proclamation of 1865 further certified
the moral purpose of the North a great element of strength was added to the
Eaglish advocates of democracy.
Motley in his correspond«ice reveals the vital importance of the
American Government in declaring itself on the issue of slavery. In a let-
ter to his daughter Mary, from Vienna, Jan. 13, 1862, he writes:
"...One thing is perfectly certain if we continue to
dally with the subject of emancipation much longer
and continue our efforts to suppress the rebellion
without daring to lay a finger on its cause we shall
have the slave confederacy recognized by all the
governments of Europe before midsummer. The pro-
slavery party in England dare not avow itself in fa-
vor of slavery for that institution is so odious to
the great mass of the English nation as to ccaisign
any party openly supporting it to destruction, but
it contents itself with persuading the public that
slavery has nothing to do with secession..."^
To Dr. 0. W. Holmes, Feb. 26, 1862, Motley writes:
"...It is awful to reflect that the crisis of our fate
is so rapidly approaching...! say then our great dan-
ger comes from foreign interference, what will pre-
vent that? Our utterly defeating the Confederates
in some great and conclusive battle or our possession
of the cotton ports and opening them up for European
trade or a most unequivocal policy of slave emancipa-
tion.
After the Proclamation John Bright writes to Cyrus Field Feb. 27, 1863.
"Opinion here has changed greatly. In almost every
town great meetings are being held to pass resolutions
in favor of the North and the advocates of the South
are pretty much put down... "3
Cobden writes to Mr. Summer, Feb. 13, 1863
"My object in now writing is to speaJc of a matter which
has practical bearing on your affairs. You know how
much alarmed I was from the first lest our Government
should interfere in your affairs. The disposition
of our ruling class and the necessities of our cotton
trade pointed to scane act of intervention, and the in-
1. Motleys: Correspondence, p. 54
2. Ibid " p. 64
3. Trevelyan: Life of John Bright, p. 319
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difference of the great mass of our population to
your struggle, the object of which they did not
foresee and tinderstand would have made interven-
tion easy and indeed popular, if you had been a
weak naval power. This state of feeling existed
up to the announcement of the President’ s Emanci-
pation policy. From that moment our old anti-
slavery feeling began to arouse itself and it has
been gathering strength ever since...And now I
write to assure you no matter which of our aristo-
cratic parties is in power, towards your cause, there
is no need of apprehensions. If an attempt were
made by the Government in any way to commit us to
the South, a spirit would be instantly aroused which
would drive the Government from power...
THE MENACE OF F0REIC2T INTERVENTION
While diplomatic battles were being fought in Downing Street, the
Federal forces through a series of blunders and misfortunes were being bad-
ly beaten. In June, 1863, Hooker followed McClellan and Burnside into the
background and General Meade was placed in command of the ill-fated army of
the Potomac. The fact that the army, and the whole Union did not give way
to discouragonent is a tribute to the spirit of the time. The Confederates
seemed justified in their belief that Lee was invincible. This opinion was
shared by the ’London Times’ and Lord Derby speaking with all the authority
of tke leader of the Conservative party predicted that the restoration of
the Union as it formerly existed is the one conclusion which is absolutely
impossible.^
Encouraged by the Confederate’s success, and misled like the ’Times’
and Lord Derby by the difficulties which the Federal cause was surrounded,
friends of the Confederacy still held out the hope of European intervention.
Russia’s reply to Napoleon Ill’s earlier invitation to form a coalition
against the United States was decided in a refusal. Prince Gortschakoff
said that it was "especially necessary to avoid the appearance of any pres-
1. Morley, Life of Richard Cobden, Vol. li, pp 405-6
2. Hansard, Vol. CLXIX, p. 25
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sure whatsoever of a nature to wound public opinion in the United States
and to excite susceptibilities very easily roused at the bare ideal of
foreign intervention."^
Russia's friendship for the United States was further demonstrated by
the sending of a Russian fleet to the shores of New York harbor, following
that, another was anchored in San Francisco bay. When the Atlantic portion
of the expedition reached New York its appearance was welcomed with great
rejoicing for it seemed to the Americans that its coming was a mark of
sympathy shown by the Russian Gtovemment, for the cause of the Union. The
real motive for the expedition has been a debatable question. Some histori-
ans have ignored the incident entirely or have deemed this act of Russian
friendship as only a myth, because of lack of documental evidence. Channinj^
accounts for the fleet, owing to the fact that the Russian government had
been occupied with repressing disturbances in Russian Poland, and had
aroused more than the ordinary amount of resentment among the people of Eng-
land, and some European countries. Intervention and possibly a European
war seemed probable. It occurred to someone in the Russian admiralty (be-
cause of the success of the Alabama) that a commissioned vessel of a belli-
gerent navy might prey with success upon the enemy, and that in this way
Russia could deal a blow to England, which might put a speedy termination
to English interference on behalf of the Poles. The general plan seems to
have been for the Russian squadron to rendezvous at New York, to sally .
forth on the commercial oceanic lanes the moment that war should be deiared
between Great Britain and Russia, and capture and sink every British vessel
that it met*^
1. Nicolay and Hay: Abraham Lincoln, pp 65-6
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Napoleon, londaunted by Russia’s refusal and England's policy of neutrali-
ty tried over and over again to convertthe Czar and spur England on to
intervention to end the Civil War. As previously stated, Napoleon’s politi-|
cal aims really took precedence to what were known as French "grievances".
Napoleon’s ill-balanced ambition was to overthrow the republican form of
government in Mexico and to place in its stead an imperial throne with the
Austrian prince, Maximilian, as ruler. Covering up this scheme of a second
empire, Napoleon allied himself to the Confederate cause, not so much
through sympathy, as to check the preponderance of the United States which
would be a challenge to French supremacy in Mexico.
Mr. Slidell, the Confederate envoy, no less fond of intrigue, ingrati-
ated himself with Napoleon and with influential circles, social and politi-
cal. The ends Mr. Slidell had in view were obvious; recognition of the
Confederacy and the breaking of the blockade. To bring about this two-fold
objective, Slidell hoped to force the hand of the Palmerston-Russell ministr|r
through the action of a strongly sympathetic Parliament, compelling the re-
signation of Earl Russell as Foreign Secretary.^
Two members of the English Parliament were at this junction conspicuous
for their advocacy of the Confederate cause, W, S, Lindsay
1. Adams, Charles Francis Adams, p. 331
Napoleon imable to carry out his project with the coalition of England and
Russia did the next best thing. He defied the Monroe Doctrine, took advan-
tage of the Northern government’s preoccupation with the South, to land an
array in Mexico; founded an -empire there and placed an Austrian archduke on
the throne. Seward warned Napoleon that the Government would stand for no
such high-handedness, but the North having its hands fiall with the Confederajjbe
armies, had to defer action. As soon as the war was over, Seward informed
Napoleon that the French troops could no longer be tolerated, and threatened]
war. Napoleon (1866) withdrew, leaving j»iaximilian behind, who was shot.
This attempt to renew European ccntrol over Latin America was the first
definite challenge to the Monce Doctrine which the United States had to facei
Fortunately U. S. was in a position to defend her policy by force if necessaj-
Harlow, Growth of United States, p. 529
Note: Clyde A. Duniway, American Historical Association, Report, 1922, pp
315-329 presents a viewpoint, showing that European conditions and not Mr.
Sewardfe ultimatum was responsible for the withdravvi. of troops from Mexico*
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and John Arthur Roebuck. Roebuck had only a few years before denounced
Napoleon as a "perjured despot".. None the less in view of the great parlia-
mentary campaign now in preparation, Messrs. Lindsay and Roebuck towards the
end of June, 1863, were induced to go over to Paris where they conferred
with the Emperor, dining at the Tuileries, and received assurances from him
that the time was ripe for intervention.
Upon the return of these two amateur diplomats to London, the stage
was set for the parliamentary demonstration. The lead in this devolved on
Mr. Roebuck. Roebuck (who comes down to posterity as "loud-mouthed" Roe-
buck) proposed in the House of Commons an alliance with the Emperor Napoleon
for the purpose of interfering on the behalf of the South. Roebuck en-
deavored to stir up feelings, arouse passions, and to create prejudices in
the House, and to blind their minds and prevent their judgment from arriving
at just conclusions. The following is an extract of his address:
"As far as my influence goes I am determined to do all
I can to prevent the reconstruction of the Union, and
I hope that the balance of Power on the American Conti-
nent will in the future prevent any one State from
tyrannizing over the world as the Republic did. Could
anything be more insulting than her conduct towards us?
Yet we who bullied Brazil... we crawl upon our bellies
to the United States. They could not treat us contemp-
tuously enough to raise our ire, but at last when the
secession took place we plucked up courage, and resented
the outrage upon the Trent. I say then that the
Southern' States have vindicated their right of recogni-
tion. They hold out to us advantages as the world has
never seen before...! hold besides that it would be of
the greatest importance that the reconstruction of the
Union should not take place... The time has come for re-
cognition because of cotton famine for one reason and
the more important reason, however, is that the South
is being driven to be a manufacturing people. They are
making their own guns and if you keep them much longer
in their present condition they will produce their own
cotton and woolen goods. Thus interests will grow up
which they will be obliged to protect and we shall have
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the protective system introduced into the South-
ern States of America. The South offers to us
perfect free trade but if we allow this contest
to go on the Southerners will soon become a
manufacturing population and the boon will be
withdrawn.
Mr. Adams watched events cooly, but not without anxiety. Throughout,
understanding the situation well, he saw the hand of Slidell. The drive
was at Earl Russell, and at one time his resignation was rumored. London
was placarded with representations of the conjoined Confederate and British
ensigns; fully three-fourths of the House of Commons were avowedly in
sympathy with the South.
^
Unfortunately for Mr. Slidell, most fortunately for Mr. Adams, Mr.
Roebuck handled his cause wretchedly. His extraordinary attempts to influ-
ence the action of the House by the use of the authority of the Emperor
Napoleon, as well as his presuming to make himself the medium for an appeal
to Parliament against the conduct of the ministry, forced the ministry to
array itself solidly against Roebuck. Thus it happened that Mr. Roebuck
though addressing an assembly, a great proportion of whom sympathized with
him in his object, demolished his cause, while Mr. Bright, though running
counter to the predisposition of most of his hearers, succeeded in extorting
a general tribute of admiration because of his eloquent reply. Referring
to the dinner at the Tuileries, none of the parties to the interview agreed
as to what actually took place. Napoleon disavowed, or declined to be bounc
by the version Mr. Roebuck gave to the House of Commons of the conversation.
The carefully nurtured plans of Mr. Slidell failed and Earl Russell
remained at the head of the British Foreign Office.
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THE TIDE TURNS
Three days after the debate on Mr. Roebuck’s motion, the progress of
the Confederate armies was checked at Gettysburg and on the following day
new hopes were raised in the North by the fall of Vicksburg, a victory which
prepared the way for General Sherman's campaign of 1864. Moreover, althou^
the end of the weur was not in sight, the nature of the final outcome was.
Military success as before mentioned was the chief factor in influencing
the majority of English statesmen. Success, power, strength determined thdi
friendliness or enmity to the Northern cause. Mr. Bri^t writes to Sumner,
Feb. 18, 1864:
"You will have noticed the tone taken by our Attorney
General and Lord Palmerston a few days ago in speak-
ing of your prize courts and your dealing with inte]>-
national law.
"Nothing could be more friendly, it was all I could
vdsh for. But what a miserable thing to see our
friendliness and our justice depending on your
strengthl TIhere you seemed weak and staggering un-
der the weight of the insurrection the Prime Minister
and his law offices continued to insult you: when
you are strong and the revolt is staggering under
your blows, they speak gently and pay you compliments
I
This statesmanship is very low morality, and I des-
pise it from my heart.
In the year 1864 the attack was no longer made by the Southern armies;
yet, although the war in the West prospered. Grant's frontal attacks on
Lee's position before Richmond were apparently fruitless.
However, the Christmas of that year saw the beginning of the end.
Sherman with the Western Army abandoned all his communications and vanished
for some weeks into the unknown.^ To Villier, Dec. 1864, Bright writes: !
"Sherman's march is full of interest as an exploit
of war. Perhaps tomorrow, and almost certainly by
1. Trevelyan, Life of John Bri^t, p. 323
2. Sherman cut his telegraph wires so as to be free from all interference
from headquarters. Harlow, Growth of United States, p. 501. !
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I the end of the week, we shall have further particu-
lars and we may comprehend more of his plan.”
In some respects, Sherman’s march north was one of the most important events
of the war. It enabled the Union forces virtually to cut off all food sup-
plies for the Confederates, which was the heaviest blow that Lee’s army had
received since the beginning of the war.^
Under these conditions—Lee and Johnston—both were caught between the
armies of Grant and Sherman, and the last campaign of the war began. Grant
moved forward to Richmond, and this time Lee could offer but feeble resist-
ance, and was finally forced to lay down his arms. On April 9, 1865, Grant
and Lee met near Appomattox Court House to arrange th terms of surrender.
On April 26, Johnston surrendered his army to General Sherman, thus the sur-
render of Lee and Johnston brought an end to the Civil War in America.
In May the news was received in London of Johnston's surrender to Sher-
man. On that same day there occurred in the Commons the first serious de-
bate in thirty-three years, on a proposed expansion of the electoral fran-
chise. It was a dramatic coincidence and no more fortuitous one in the
minds of thou^tful Englishmen who had seen in the Civil War a struggle as
fateful in British domestic policy as that of America herself.^
THE TRIUMPH OF DEMOCRACY
Nations like individuals, are often prone to magnify themselves and
the importance of events in which they have been concerned. However, it
is not an exaggeration to say that the historical signiflLcance of the America] i
Civil War was world-wide in its influence. Thelftited States, first of all,
I
came out of the struggle as a nation, and henceforth was recognized as a
world power among other nations; secondly, slavery or property in man, was
==_
Ibid, p. 502
=
2. Adams, E. D., Great Britain and the American Civil War, Vol. II, p. 274
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at an end; and lastly democracy triumphed, not only in America but in the
political policies of Great Britain.
So assured were all parties in England that the great Civil War in
America was closing in Northern victory that the final event was discounted
in advance and the lines were rapidly being formed for an English political
struggle on the great issue of democratic government.
In July, Great Britain was holding elections for a new parliament.
Not a single member who had supported the cause of the North failed of re-
election—several additional Northern "friends" were chosen and some out-
spoken members for the South were defeated. Adams thought this a matter de-
serving special notice in America and prophesied a new era approaching in
Sagland:
"As it is, I can not resist the belief that this period
marks an era in the political mcvement of Great Britain.
Pure old-fashioned conservatism has so far lost its
hold on the confidence of the country, that it will not
appear in that guise any more, unless some new and foreign
element should interpose; I look for a decided progress
in enlarging the popular features of the Constitution;
and diminishing the influence of the aristocracy. . .It is
impossible not to perceive traces of the influence of our
institution upon all these changes ... The progress of the
liberal cause, not in England alone, but all over the
world is, in a measure, in our hands.
The liberal progress was more rapid even than Adams anticipated. Palmerston
ill for some months past, died on October 8, 1865. Russell succeeded him' as
head of the Ministry, and almost immediately declared himself in favor of
Parliamentary reform even though a majority of both Houses was still opposed
to such a measure. Russell’s Reform Bill of 1866 was defeated by Tory
opposition in combination with a small Whig faction, which refused to desert
the ’Jjrinciple” of Aristocratic Government, "the Government of the wise".
But the Tories who came into power under Derby were forced by popular demand
1. Diplomatic Correspondence, 1865, Part I, p. 417; Adams to William
Hunter, Esq., Acting Secretary of State, Washington, July 13
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voiced even to the point of rioting, to present a Reform Bill. Disraeli’s
measure introduced with a number of fancy franchises, which in effect,
sought to counteract the giving of the vote to the British working man, was
quickly subjected to such caustic criticism that all the planned advantages
of conservatism were soon thrown overboard and after much political jockey-
ing, in the year 1867 a new Reform Bill was passed.
Conceding that this was a democratic measure, it was not universal
suffrage. From this time on the widening of the suffrage was a patch-work
procedure of New Reform Bills until the World War. Then in 1918 the Govern-
ment, obliged to recognize the patriotism shown not only by the women of the
country but also by the large body of still disfranchised men, brought in
and carried what may be called the Fourth Parliamentary Reform Bill. Ten
years later (1928) all women and men, over twenty-one years of age were ad-
mitted on equal terms to the polls. Since 1832 almost a hundred years had
passed and the wheel had come full circle round: oligarchic Great Britain
had become a broad-based political democracy.^
CONCLUSION
Immediately upon the conclusion of the war, Goldwin Smith, whose words
during the conflict were bitter toward aristocracy declared that ’’the terri-
torial aristocracy of this country and the clergy of the Established Church
would have been excusable if they had only said frankly that they desired
the downfall of the institution opposed to their own, instead of talking
about their sympathy for the weak and their respect for national independence
and their anxiety for the Triumph of Free Trade”.
^
This was stated before the democratic hope in England had been realized
Three years later the same staunch friend of the North now removed to Amerlo l
1. Schevill, Ferdinand: A History of Europe, pp 575-6
2. Smith, Goldwin: The Civil War in America: An address read at the last ^
meeting of the Manchester Union and Emancipation Society (Jan. 26, 1866) i
at London, pp 71-5
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(888X ,8S •mZ) xdoiooS ncXdaqiorjtfl boa ncXnb 'ledEeriorak^erid
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was occupying a chair of history at Cornell University, wrote of the British
aristocracy in excuse of their attitude;
fought these men hard; I believed, and believe now
that their defeat was essential to the progress of
civilisation, but I daresay we should have done pret-
ty much as they did, if we had been bom members of
a privileged order, instead of being brought up un-
der the blessed influence of equality and justice."^
Such judgment and such excuses will appear to the historian well-foundej|i
But to Americans who conceived the Civil War as one fou^t first of all for
the preservation of the Nation, the issue of democracy in England seemed of
little moment and little to excuse either the "hostile neutrality" of the
Grovemment or the tone of the press. To America, Great Britain, appeared
friendly to the dissolution of the Union and the destruction of a rival
power. Nationality was the issue for the North; that democracy was an
issue in America was denied, nor could it, in the intensity of the conflict,
be conceived as the vital question determining British attitude.
However, the British nation—decrying American institutions is long
past dead and a "sister democracy" has replaced it. Downing Street still
remains the political setting of Anglo-American diplomacy but new actors are
employed, and in this year of 1933 a new technique is in vogue.
Ramsay MacDonald, British Prime Minister in an address before the
Pilgrims in New York says;
"Let* s put documents on one side. Let us put signa-
tures on one side. Let us substitute for them the
less tangible but the more real frienship based up-
on a complete understanding of each other, a friend-
ship which will allow a quarrel, a friendship which
will allow a difference of opinion, a friendship
which will not be broken if we were to vote against
each other in the League of Nations, a friendship
that suffers long and is kind because it is based
upon a complete understanding, which enables us to
1. Smith, Goldwin; America and England in Their Present Relation, p. 30
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do just like individuals do—look into each other's
eyes, express sentiments hard and honest and cruel as
any Scotsman can—and immediately afterward show by
a merry twinkle in the eye, and a smile that almost
twinkles at the edges of one's mouth, that a moment
of wrath has passed and that the sun is shining upon
our relationships again. That is my idea of an Anglo-
American frienship and cooperation."^
1. New York Times, April 30, 1933 (Section 4—Editorials)
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